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Abstract
In this work, an inductive power transfer (IPT) system composed of an array of multiple
magnetically coupled resonant inductors (cells) has been considered, allowing to increase
the transmission distance or consider the misalignment between the emitter and receiver
coils. The analysis of the arrays can be carried out with the theory of magneto-inductive
waves (MIW) or with circuit theory, whereas this second approach has been followed. The
impedance matrix of the resonator array has been modelled for different receiver shape and
dimension. Moreover, it has and expressed as a function of the space improving the accuracy
of the model. This latter has been exploited to calculate all the currents and voltages of
the system. In first approximation, only the displacement in the MIW propagation direc-
tion has been considered, whereas the contribution of the receiver is expressed as a defect
and becomes a function of the space as the mutual inductances between the circuits vary
according to the receiver position. The self- and mutual inductance coefficients have been
evaluated for each circuit of the system by applying the partial inductance methods, whose
formulas have been implemented in Matlab environment. These results have been validated
by means of magnetostatic FEM analysis of the system using the software Ansys Maxwell.
Experimental measurements on a prototype of a 1-D resonator array have been performed,
confirming the calculated values of the currents and as a consequence, of the mutual induc-
tances. The last part of the thesis is devoted to the calculation of the mechanical forces
of electromagnetic origin experienced by the receiver that covers the array, as a result of
the interaction between the whole magnetic field - generated by all the array cells - and the
current circulating in the receiver. These forces have been theoretically discussed first, with
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From the beginning of the studies in electrical engineering science, the transmission and dis-
tribution of the electrical energy without any physical connection has represented a great
technological challenge, giving life to several inventions and patents. For a long time, wire-
less power transfer (WPT) was considered to be not viable and against a background of
disbelief it was not until the end of the twentieth century that real commercial WPT sys-
tems appeared [1]. An extended review of the history is presented in[2]. The origin can be
considered Maxwell’s “Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism”, published in 1873 [3], where
he predicted that power could be transmitted from one point to another in free space by
means of electromagnetic waves, and then Hertz validated Maxwell’s equations with his sub-
sequent experiment. At the early beginning of the previous century, the famous Nikola Tesla
started to perform other experiments for the transmission of electrical power from one point
to another without wires and, furthermore, he patented a systems for transmitting electrical
energy between two coils [4] which was based on magnetic resonance. Originally, one pur-
pose was to employ the “invention on an industrial scale as, for instance, for lighting distant
cities or districts from places where cheap power is obtainable”. Wireless power transfer
(WPT) systems can be indeed used for large number of purposes, ranging from electrical
vehicle charging to powering portable medical devices and electronic equipment. The tech-
nology has continued to evolve including more powerful systems, operating under difficult
3
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conditions in worldwide applications. Among all the possible applications, the most popular
ones are related to recharge batteries in vehicular technology [5], to power and recharge im-
plantable medical devices [6] or Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) systems [7], or mobile
appliances such as portable computers or mobile phones [8]. Moreover, these systems have
the advantage of being capable of transferring power even in harsh environments with water,
dust or dirt and allow the bypass of electrical contact. In general, the applications can be
addressed to direct wireless powering of stationary or dynamic devices or automatic wireless
charging of portable/movable devices. In the former applications power is supplied directly
to the electrical devices, whereas in the latter a battery storing energy is necessary. WPT
systesu cirms can be divided mainly in two categories: far-field (radiative) and near-field
(non-radiative) systems. Far-field WPT or microwave power transfer (MPT) usually refers
to systems that are capable to cover long distances (up to tens of km) and operate at frequen-
cies from 1 to 300 GHz. With this technique, the amount of the transmitted power is still
very small and this is also due to the electro-magnetic radiated fields physiological effects.
Near-field WPT systems use inductive coupling to transfer power through distances from a
few mm [9] to a few meters [10] and usually operate at frequencies from tens of kHz [11] up
to a few MHz [12]. The amount of power transmitted by these WPT systems ranges from
tens of mW [9] up to tens of kW [11], depending on the kind of applications. This technology
exploits inductive coupling to transfer power and the main principle is based on resonant coils
which resonate at the same frequency and are magnetically coupled. The resonance condition
for the coils is essential being the magnetic coupling between two air-core coils intrinsically
weak [13]. Generally, it can be obtained by arranging capacitance in series or in parallel
with the coil inductance and then the exchange of energy (and thus the efficiency) between
the circuits can in this way be raised, while the dissipation of power is limited. Moreover,
introducing intermediate coils between the emitter and receiver an high power transmission
efficiency can be achieved, as well as a longer distance can be covered [14], resulting in the
so called “relay resonators systems” shown in figure1.0.1. To date, different approaches are
used by researchers for analyzing WPT systems: in particular the coupled mode theory
(CMT) or the circuit theory (CT) are the most used to explain the main topics generally
5
Figure 1.0.1: Resonant coils with an intermediate coil acting as a relay.
investigated, for example, frequency splitting, impedance matching and optimization design
[15, 16, 17, 18]. The first approach is in general suitable for the study of the transmission of
energy between two resonators (this approach was originally applied in the microwave field).
The CT approach, on the contrary, is widely used by researchers and engineers as it is more
straightforward being based on the mutual inductance model [19]. Anyway, in the last years,
a novel type of wave propagation has been experimentally and analytically studied, known as
magneto-inductive wave (MIW), which is supported by magnetic metamaterials structures
acting as waveguides for it [20, 21]. The magnetic metamaterials are, in general, periodic
arrays of resonant elements (also called metamaterial cells) and are composed of L-C series
resonant circuits which are magnetically coupled each other in different arrangements (pla-
nar or axial), all of them tuned to a common resonant frequency. Usually, metamaterials are
used for telecommunication technologies and data transfer systems but very recently prof.
C.J. Stevens applied the MIW and metamaterials theory to WPT systems, due to their low
losses in a wide bandwidth propagation [22, 23]. There is a direct analogy between metama-
terials and the relay coils mentioned before, being both approached with the same theory,
which is fully treated in the following. The resulting systems can extend the powered area
and allow different configurations in which complicated geometries are required as well as
feeding of more loads at the same time. In figure 1.0.2 it is possible to see an extension of
resonant relay coils arranged on different rows which are in turn coupled to each other and
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Figure 1.0.2: Resonant coils forming a two-dimensional metamaterial.
Figure 1.0.3: Traditional apparatus for the wireless transmission of power.
then forming a two-dimensional metamaterial structure. A typical IPT system, as described
in [1] and depicted in figure 1.0.3, is composed of a power source, usually a power converter
that picks power from the grid and converts it into a high frequency current (usually from
tens to hundreds of kHz) that feeds the emitter (track) coil. The magnetic time-varying near
field produced by the emitter coil is then picked up by the receiver (pickup) coil and the
current induced in the pickup coil can be used to feed a load and, if needed, converted to
DC or to another frequency. Moreover, the emitter and receiver coils are compensated and
tuned to a certain resonant frequency, where the type of compensation depends on whether
the resonance of the RLC circuit of the emitter and receiver coils is a parallel or series one.
1.1. METAMATERIALS 7
1.1 Metamaterials
Metamaterials are artificial materials that can achieve electromagnetic properties that do
not occur naturally, especially for what concerns the magnetic permeability µeff (response
to a magnetic field) and the electric permittivity εeff (response to an electric field). Indeed,
these two parameters can reach negative values simultaneously, thereby leading to a negative
index of refraction for the electromagnetic field. These media support electromagnetic wave
propagation in which the phase velocity is antiparallel to the direction of energy flow, and
other unusual electromagnetic effects such as the reversal of the Doppler effect and Cerenkov
radiation. The theoretical properties of metamaterials were first described in the 1960s by
Victor Veselago [24], a Russian physicist who focused on the purely theoretical (at the time)
concept of negative index materials. The refraction index is function of the frequency and it
is generally defined as:
neff (ω) =
√
εeff (ω)µeff (ω) (1.1.1)
where εeff (ω) is the effective electric permittivity as function of the frequency and µeff (ω)
is the effective magnetic permeability as function of the frequency. Both these physical
quantities are defined as complex functions in order to incorporate the nonideal behavior of
the real materials, that is affected by electric and magnetic hysteresis losses. In particular,
for natural materials, these parameters are usually positive, with some exception for certain
type of metals, such as gold or silver, that are characterised by a negative electric permittivity
εeff . Since an electromagnetic wave can propagate only if the refraction index is real, then,
in the natural matter, it is possible to have transmission if both εeff and µeff are positive
– if one of them is negative, neff would be imaginary and the propagation of EM wave does
not occur. Instead, Victor Veselago studies reported the effect of the simultaneous presence
of negative εeff and µeff , proving that in those case the transmission of electromagnetic
radiation was possible, being neff real. The negative root must be chosen for neff , leading
to an antiparallel group and phase velocity, characteristic that can be easy visualized in
the representation of figure 1.1.1. Considering the impact of an electromagnetic wave coming
from a common material with a negative refraction index material a negative reflection occurs,
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Figure 1.1.1: Negative and positive refraction of an EM wave incident on a surface.
being the direction of the Poynting vector and the wave vector laying on opposite directions.
In figure 1.1.1 it is shown the behavior of the wave and group velocity in case of both regular
and negative refraction with the related inversion of the energy flow [21]. Furthermore, being
the reflection index negative, the refraction angle will change according to the direction of
propagation of the wave ( described by the wave vector) and the orientation of the electric and
magnetic fields. Observing the phenomena from a macroscopic point of view, it is possible
to observe that an EM wave is refracted on the same side of the normal entering material.
For the sake of completeness, it must be noticed that metamaterial properties lead to other
interesting and uncommon effects, namely:
• Doppler effect is reversed, meaning that a reduction of the frequency for a light source
which is approaching to the observer occurs.
• Cherenkov radiation points the other way.
Unfortunately, for a long time no physical experience has been performed, due to the lack
of presence of materials with the above-mentioned properties. Only theoretical investiga-
tion has been done, preparing the basis for a revolution in the science of materials. These
concepts became a reality in the turn of the century. In 1996, John B. Pendry (et. al.)
proposed that a periodic array of copper wires with a specific radius and spacing produces
an electromagnetic response of negative ε materials. Three years later, he further proposed
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Figure 1.1.2: Split ring resonators as pipe (a), in printed circuit (b) and as complementary
variety (c).
that a periodic array of split ring resonators (SRRs) would have a frequency band where µ
is negative. It is now possible to understand how metamaterials are created. Basically, they
are composed of electrical resonators laid on planes and arranged in such a way to form a
periodic structure of pairs of elements, in which one array element produces a negative ε
and the other array element produces a negative µ [25]. The precise shape, geometry, size,
orientation and arrangement of those patterns gives them smart properties capable of ma-
nipulating electromagnetic waves: by blocking, absorbing, enhancing, or bending waves, to
achieve benefits that go beyond what is possible with conventional materials. They are made
from assemblies of multiple elements fashioned from composite materials such as metals and
plastics, resulting in structures as reported in figure 1.1.3. The materials are usually arranged
in repeating patterns, at scales that are smaller than the wavelengths of the phenomena they
influence. The associated magnetic field pattern from the SRR is dipolar. By having splits
in the rings, the SRR unit can be made resonant at wavelengths much larger than the di-
ameter of the rings; that is, there is no half-wavelength requirement for resonance, as would
be the case if the rings were closed. The purpose of the second split ring, inside and whose
split is oriented opposite to the first, is to generate a large capacitance in the small gap re-
gion between the rings, lowering the resonant frequency considerably and concentrating the
electric field. The periodic arrays are made from assemblies of multiple elements fashioned
from composite materials such as metals and plastics and can behave as an effective medium
for electromagnetic scattering when the wavelength is much longer than both the element
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Figure 1.1.3: Three dimensional metamaterial structure.
dimension and lattice spacing, namely at scales that are smaller than the wavelengths of the
phenomena they influence. An example medium is a three-dimensional array of intersecting
thin straight wires, for which propagating modes follow a dispersion relation analogous to
that of a neutral plasma.
1.1.1 Analogy between relay coils and metamaterials
As it has been mentioned in the introduction of this chapter 1, in the IPT systems usually
additional resonant circuits are introduced between the transmitter and receiver coils, in order
to increase the power reaching the load, for a certain distance. In order to better understand
the phenomena that arise in this particular structures, let us consider what happen when
an electromagnetic field hits the surface of these materials. A time-varying magnetic field
applied parallel to the axis of the rings induces currents that, depending on the resonant
properties of the unit, produce a magnetic field that may either oppose or enhance the
incident field. This purpose can be clearly reached by means of different apparatuses, as are
each series coupled resonating circuits, independent on the real geometry and shape. These
resonating loops can be made of split ring resonators as well as common coils closed on a


































Figure 1.1.4: Equivalent circuit of a 1-D structure of relay resonators.
magnitude of the physical phenomena involved. Indeed, two electromagnetic systems can be
considered equivalent if and only if they can be represented by the same electric circuit [26],
meaning that the effective electromagnetic behavior is described by the same physical law. It
is then possible to state that relay coil systems and metamaterial structures are equivalent,
wheres their general circuit representation is reported in figure 1.1.4.
1.2 MIW
Magnetoinductive waves (MIW) resulted as a by-product of the research on metamaterials.
As mentioned before, the magnetic elements used in the first realization of negative refraction
were split-ring resonators that could be modeled as LC circuits, provided the dimensions are
small relative to the free-space wavelength. We shall also assume that the separation of
the elements is also much smaller than the wavelength. This is often referred to as the
quasi-static approximation. The simplest and most common realization of an LC circuit as
a metamaterial element is a capacitively loaded loop, as shown in the various figures before.
Two such loops close to each other are coupled to each other due to the magnetic field of one
loop threading the other loop and inducing a current in it. The presence of such coupling
leads to waves that were called MIW by Shamonina et al. [21]. They belong to the category
of slow waves that propagate at a velocity less than that of light.
In order to understand the origin of this phenomena, it is important to consider the mutual
interaction between the split ring resonators that form the lattice structure. Basically, the
incident magnetic field induces a voltage in the resonators according to the Faraday’s law
and then they produce a magnetic flux, which link to the near SRRs. The resulting effect is
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an interaction of the first order that is possible to model considering the equivalent circuits.
In particular, two coupled resonant circuits can be seen as a four-pole element in which the
input and output quantities are the voltage and current in the first and second (coupled)
resonator, respectively. The relationship between the input and output quantities is defined
by the electromagnetic properties of the four-pole, that are those of the two coupled circuits.
This results in relations of the type:
Vout = e−jkdVin (1.2.1)
Iout = e−jkdIin (1.2.2)
where k is the propagation constant and d can be regarded as the physical length of a unit.
These relations state that for the same interval the phase of the quantities always change by
the same amount and thus, if we have a chain of four-poles, the phase change between the
output and input quantities is of the same factor e−jkd. This behaviour corresponds to the one
of a wave, meaning that the variables that describe the four-pole are effectively voltage and
current waves. At this point, it must be noticed that the metamaterial is composed of a series
of magnetic coupled circuits and then, in this frame, it can be considered a chain of four-poles,
each with the same properties. In it easy to understand that the system variables, namely
the voltage and the current of the circuit, change in the resonator that composes the chain as
the wave propagates along this, as proved by the equation 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. The wave, anyway,
cannot propagate freely in the entire space, but it bumps regularly into obstacles presented
by the resonant circuit, making in this way the metamaterial acting as a waveguide. It is
now intuitive to associate the four-pole chain to a transmission line, being this latter seen as
a series of four-poles along which an EM wave in TEM configuration can propagate. Thanks
to the circuit representation, it is possible to state that the whole phenomenon developed
along the resonator array is well described considering a loaded transmission line, then, once
the equivalent circuit of the resonating element is defined and knowing how it is coupled with



















Figure 1.2.2: Four-poles: model for two coupled R-L-C circuits
line and a metamaterial structure states in the configuration of the four-pole considered.
Indeed, for the former, the traditional model assumes a section of the transmission line to be
described by the well known circuit called “T model”, which is composed of two impedances
representing the transversal and longitudinal parameters of the line as shown in figure 1.2.1,
whereas, for the latter, the circuit is the one representing the resonators that compose the
metamaterial, shown in figure 1.2.2.
The negative refraction effect is analogous to wave propagation in a left-handed transmission
line, and these structures have been used to verify some of the effects described here. In order
to allow these materials to present the above described characteristics for a certain range of
physical phenomena, they must resonate at the frequency of the incident radiation which is
possible to express in terms of electric parameters. The simplest elements that propagate
this wave are capacitively loaded metallic loops that usually compose the array. Then, the
resonant frequency of the elements, which can be simply regarded as LC circuits, is expressed
by the relation:







where L is the inductance of the loop and C is the capacitance of the loading capacitor.
The resonant frequency becomes a design criterion for these materials, since it defines the
wavelength of the radiations at which the metamaterial shows its particular properties.
1.2.1 Circuit approach
As a step forward, it is important to analyze the mutual interaction between the split ring
resonators that form the lattice structure in order to complete the model. For this purpose,
a circuit approach has been followed, representing the chain of coupled loops by means of
an equivalent circuit, allowing the whole behavior of the apparatus to be fully described.
In this frame it is important to underline that the mutual coupling between nonadjacent
cells has been neglected, being this latter much weaker with respect to the coupling between
consecutive resonators of the array. The reference circuit is the one reported in figure 1.1.4,
in which it may be seen that the magnetic field created by the ith element will also thread the
(i − 1)th and (i + 1)thelements , causing the propagation of the above described wave. The
phenomena can be modeled by means of circuital analysis, namely applying the Kirchhoff’s
voltage law to the ith element and neglecting all the mutual interactions between nonadjacent
cells, thereby holding:
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 = 0 (1.2.4)
where
Ẑ = R + jωL+ 1
jωC
(1.2.5)
is the proper impedance of each loop. In particular, L represents the self-inductance of the
loop, whereas C is the whole capacitance of the resonator. The interaction of this circuit
with the others forming the metamaterial structure has been taken into account through the
mutual indictances between the coils, described by the coefficients M , where:
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• Mi,i−1 is the mutual inductance between the elements i− 1 and i
• Mi,i+1 is the mutual inductance between the elements i and i+ 1
The values of these parameters depend only on the geometry of the windings and their
position in space, representing the key indicator for the quality of the power transmission.
They have been fully described and calculated in [27].
The solution of the equation that expresses the wave traveling along the metamaterial is, in
term of a generic cell current i, assumed to be:
Îi = Î1e−k̂(i−1)d (1.2.6)
where Î1 is the value of the current flowing in the first cell and d is the periodic distance
between two adjacent cells. The propagation constant k̂ is defined as k̂ = β − jα, where α
and β are the attenuation and phase constants, respectively, and they could also be expressed
in terms of electrical parameters. In particular, the attenuation per cell represents the wave













is the coupling coefficient and Q = (ω0L)
R
is the quality factor of each resonator.
The quantity η represents the number of spatial dimensions occupied by the lattice. The










From this formula, it is possible to derive the bandwidth in which the wave propagation is
achieved with very low losses. Furthermore, it is possible to state that the group velocity,
dω
dk
, is always positive and at the band edge the group velocity is zero, as it is for all waves
on discrete structures. Note also that there is a lower cutoff frequency below which the MI
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wave cannot propagate. The pass band is within the range
ω0√







This kind of waves, namely the ones that characterize coupled circuits, can also be electrical,
considering obviously capacitive couplings. The sign of the mutual inductanceM determines
the type of magneto-inductive wave propagation in the array: axial configuration involves
forward waves with phase and group velocities in the same direction (given byM > 0). On
the contrary, planar configuration involves backward waves with opposite directions of the
phase and group velocities (given by M < 0).
1.2.2 Matching the transmission line
According to the discussion just made, MI waves can propagate along an array whether
it is axial or planar. We may therefore regard such arrays as transmission lines, despite
unusual dispersion relations. Now the focus is on the possibility to match that transmission
line, namely to absorb all the incident power by means of a proper termination impedance,
allowing the wave to travel from source to load without reflections [28]. In order to obtain
the exact value for the matching impedance, the Kirchhoff’s equation for the last element of
the array in presence of the additional termination impedance ẐT must resorted, and then it
holds:
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În = 0 (1.2.10)
According to (1.2.6), the relation between the currents În−1 and În is expressed as:
În = În−1e−k̂d (1.2.11)








and then the termination impedance for the matching of the line is found.
ẐT = jωMe−k̂d (1.2.13)
becoming purely real and equal to ZT = ω0M in resonant condition (f = f0). Under this
condition, the maximum power can be delivered by the MI wave to the last cell at the
resonant frequency, thereby avoiding a standing wave. It is interesting to notice that the
terminal impedance is not a real constant as it is for a classic coaxial line, but it is a complex
and frequency-dependent quantity.
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Chapter 2
Misalignment Tolerant Model
In this chapter the mathematical model of an array of coupled resonator in presence of a
receiver will be derived. Indeed, According to the circuit model reported in the previous
introduction, a metamaterial can be described by means of a proper electric circuit, allowing
all the electric parameters to be studied. The presence of a receiver will modify this model and
additional terms must be included in the impedance matrix, as it is reported in the following
paragraphs. Furthermore, the possibility of the receiver to move along the resonator array
led to a definition of the parameters that depends on the position. This is the reason why
we defined the model as “misalignment tolerant”. Different situations have been analyzed,
depending on the dimension of the receiver circuit.
2.1 Resonator array with a receiver
The first situation described is related to a metamaterial on which a receiver of the same
shape and dimension of the resonant cells is placed, as it is shown in figure 2.1.1. This solution
allows the model for the system to be simply described when the receiver is perfectly aligned
with one of the element of the array, whereas for misaligned positions at maximum two cells
at a time are covered. Following the circuit approach it is possible to derive an equivalent
19





Figure 2.1.1: Array of coupled resonators with a receiver over them.
circuital model represented in Fig.2.1.2 for the description of the system and then, in order
to define it, the voltage and current Kirchhoff laws have been applied. The mutual coupling
between nonadjacent cells of the array has been neglected, as 1.2.1. In the same way, the
mutual interaction between the metamaterial and the receiver has been considered only for
near cells, namely for those resonators that face the receiver circuit. This leads to a new terms
to appear only in the correspondent position of the equation system reported below. For the
sake of generality, an intermediate position has been assumed for the receiver resonator. In
a sinusoidal steady-state, the resulting system of equations has the expression of:
−̂Vs +RsÎ1 + ẐÎ1 + jωM1,2Î2 = 0
jωM2,1Î1 + ẐÎ2 + jωM2,3Î3 = 0
... ...
jωMi−1,i−2Îi−2 + ẐÎi−1 + jωMi−1,iÎi = 0
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 + jωMi,rÎr = 0
jωMi+1,iÎi + ẐÎi+1 + jωMi+1,i+2Îi+2 + jωMi+1,rÎr = 0
jωMi+2,i+1Îi+1 + ẐÎi+2 + jωMi+2,i+3Îi+3 = 0
... ...
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În = 0
(2.1.1)
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with one additional KVL for the receiver circuit:
jωMr,iÎi + jωMr,i+1Îi+1 + ẐrÎr = 0 (2.1.2)
where Ẑr = Ẑ + Rload is the impedance of the receiver resonator. The receiver current is








In order to refer the equations only to the array currents and show the receiver impedance
contribution seen from the nearest cell, the receiver current Îr has been substituted in the
system (2.1.1), leading to
−̂Vs +RsÎ1 + ẐÎ1 + jωM1,2Î2 = 0
jωM2,1Î1 + ẐÎ2 + jωM2,3Î3 = 0
... ...
jωMi−1,i−2Îi−2 + ẐÎi−1 + jωMi−1,iÎi = 0
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + ω2
M2i,r
Ẑr
Îi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 + ω2Mi,rMr,i+1Ẑr Îi+1 = 0





Îi+1 + jωMi+1,i+2Îi+2 = 0
jωMi+2,i+1Îi+1 + ẐÎi+2 + jωMi+2,i+3Îi+3 = 0
... ...
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În = 0
(2.1.4)











































Figure 2.1.2: Equivalent circuit of a resonator array with a receiver of the same dimension
of the cells.
According to the matrix formulation
V̂ = ẐmÎ (2.1.8)
where V̂ = [ V̂s 0 ... 0 ]T with V̂s the phasor of the supply voltage of the emitter coil




Ẑ+Rs jωM · · · 0 · · · 0
jωM Ẑ jωM · · · 0 · · · 0
... ... . . . · · · ... · · · ...
0 0 jωM Ẑ+Ẑdi jωM+Ẑdi,i+1 0 0
0 · · · 0 jωM+Ẑdi+1,i Ẑ+Ẑdi+1 jωM 0
... · · · ... · · · ... . . . ...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0 jωM Ẑ+Ẑ ′T

(2.1.9)
The matrix described in (2.1.9) can be split in the sum of two contributions, as reported in
(2.1.10).
Ẑm = Ẑarray + Ẑd (2.1.10)
In particular, the first term of the sum Ẑarray represents the the impedance matrix of the
array of resonator without the receiver circuit, whereas the second matrix Ẑd incorporates
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only to the defect impedance introduced by the receiver placed above the metamaterial. The
result of the sum Ẑm corresponds to the impedance matrix of the whole system inclusive of
the source and termination impedances. As it is possible to see in (2.1.9), the original matrix
has been modified only in the terms that correspond to the cells that are covered by the
receiver, meaning that the dimension of this latter defines the number of additional defects
that must be taken into account.
Ẑarray =

Ẑ+Rs jωM 0 0 0 · · · 0
jωM Ẑ jωM 0 0 · · · 0
... · · · . . . ... ... · · · 0
0 0 jωM Ẑ jωM 0 0
... · · · ... ... . . . · · · 0
0 · · · 0 0 jωM Ẑ jωM





0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
... · · · . . . . . . ... ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 Ẑdi Ẑdi,i+1 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 Ẑdi+1,i Ẑdi+1 0 · · · 0
... · · · ... . . . . . . ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

(2.1.12)
It is easy to understand that bigger or multiple receivers can increase the complexity of the
system and the model must be adapted to the new configuration. As proof, an analysis of a
mono-dimensional metamaterial with a larger receiver is reported.





Figure 2.2.1: Resonator array with a receiver which is twice the size of the resonators.
2.2 Receiver bigger than the array resonators
Usually, in order to increase the power transmitted to the load, the geometry of the receiver
is extended, whereas the surface described by the coil becomes wider, allowing more flux link
to that circuit. In the following case, the dimension of the receiver has been doubled, thereby
making it able cover 3 cells of the array in case of intermediate position, as represented in
figure 2.2.1. The model has been obtained following the usual circuit approach, and the
system modifies as follows:
−̂Vs +RsÎ1 + ẐÎ1 + jωM1,2Î2 = 0
jωM2,1Î1 + ẐÎ2 + jωM2,3Î3 = 0
... ...
jωMi−1,i−2Îi−2 + ẐÎi−1 + jωMi−1,iÎi = 0
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 + jωMi,rÎr = 0
jωMi+1,iÎi + ẐÎi+1 + jωMi+1,i+2Îi+2 + jωMi+1,rÎr = 0
jωMi+2,i+1Îi+1 + ẐÎi+2 + jωMi+2,i+3Îi+3 + jωMi+2,rÎr = 0
jωMi+3,i+2Îi+3 + ẐÎi+3 + jωMi+3,i+4Îi+4 = 0
... ...
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În = 0
(2.2.1)
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For the receiver circuit it holds
jωMr,iÎi + jωMr,i+1Îi+1 + jωMr,i+2Îi+2 + ẐrÎr = 0 (2.2.2)
Substituting the receiver current Îr in the resonator’s KVL equations and arranging the
system, the new impedance matrix Ẑ′′m is found. Now the receiver affects 3 cells, that must





















Again it is possible to exploit the partition made in 2.1 that allow the representation of the
matrix Ẑ′′m as a sum of the contribution given by the naked array and the matrix with the
defects due to the presence of the receiver. Then, it follows
Ẑ′′m = Ẑarray + Ẑ
′′
d (2.2.8)
where Ẑarray is the same reported in (2.1.11), being the array of resonator unchanged. In-
stead, the defect impedances depends on the receiver coil geometry, which is now increased





































Figure 2.2.2: Equivalent circuit of a resonator array with a receiver which is twice the size
of an array cell.
with respect to the previous case, leading to
Ẑ′′d =

0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
... · · · . . . . . . ... ... ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 Ẑdi Ẑdi,i+1 0
... · · · 0
0 · · · 0 Ẑdi+1,i Ẑdi+1 Ẑdi+1,i+2 0 · · · 0
0 · · · ... 0 Ẑdi+2,i+1 Ẑdi+2 0 · · · 0
... · · · ... ... ... . . . . . . · · · ...
0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

(2.2.9)
Other defects terms have to be added in case of further magnetic interaction for the res-
onators, resulting in a more complicated equivalent circuit shown in figure 2.2.2. In this
perspective the limit case has been analyzed, with a general model proposed for a receiver
circuit that covers - and then interacts - with each cell.
2.3 General case
For the sake of generality the most general situation which refers to an array completely
covered by the receiver circuit, shown in figure 2.3.1, has been reported in the following. As





Figure 2.3.1: General case: resonator array with a receiver which covers all the cells.
a consequence, each Kirchhoff’s voltage equation for the cells must include the interaction of
the correspondent element with the receiver, as reported in (2.3.1):
−̂Vs +RsÎ1 + ẐÎ1 + jωM1,2Î2 + jωM1,rÎr = 0
jωM2,1Î1 + ẐÎ2 + jωM2,3Î3 + jωM2,rÎr = 0
... ...
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 + jωMi,rÎr = 0
... ...
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În + jωMn,rÎr = 0
(2.3.1)
The receiver equation has the form of:
jωMr,1Î1 + · · ·+ jωMr,iÎi + · · ·+ jωMr,nÎn + ẐrÎr = 0 (2.3.2)




Î1 − · · · − jω
Mr,i
Ẑr




The impedance matrix of the whole system Ẑ′′′m has been still reported as sum of the array
impedance matrix and the defects matrix, whereas this latter is strongly increased in size
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due to the dimension of the receiver, resulting in





Ẑd1 Ẑd1,2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑd1,n−1 Ẑd1,n
Ẑd2,1 Ẑd2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑd2,n−1 Ẑd2,n
... ... · · · ... ... ... · · · ... ...
Ẑdi,1 Ẑdi,2 · · · Ẑdi,i−1 Ẑdi Ẑdi,i+1 · · · Ẑdi,n−1 Ẑdi,n
... ... · · · ... ... ... · · · ... ...
Ẑdn−1,1 Ẑdn−1,2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑdn−1,n−1 Ẑdn−1,n







i = 1, . . . , n (2.3.6)





Ẑdi−1,i = Ẑdi,i−1 = ω2
Mi−1,rMr,2
Ẑr




Ẑdi+n,i = Ẑdi,i+n = ω2
Mi,rMr,i+n
Ẑr
i = 1, . . . , n (2.3.7)
The general case approached in this section considers a receiver which interacts with all the
cells forming the array and then each circuit presents an additional impedance. Differently
than the cases treated before, the resulting impedance matrix for the whole system Ẑ′′′m ap-
pears full of terms, as it is for the defects matrix shown in (2.3.5). The equivalent circuit
referred to the whole apparatus is reported in figure 2.3.2, for which the resonator has been
represented large as the entire array, just in order to give the idea of a fully covered structure.






























Figure 2.3.2: Equivalent circuit for the general case of a resonator array with a receiver which
covers all the cells.
Furthermore, it must be noticed that the defect impedances now affects all the resonators of
the array, resulting in a modified topology. The increase in the mutual interaction between
receiver and array can make the impedance matrix not symmetric anymore, losing the prop-
erty of tridiagonality. As a remark, it is interesting to recall that the solution of the system
(2.1.8) for Ẑm that belongs to the family of Toeplitz matrices can be expressed in a closed
form, according to [27]. The inserted defects reported in this paragraphs, that are mainly
due to the presence of the receiver in intermediate positions, undermine the efforts made by
Alberto et al. and the solution for the current in each cell is achievable only solving the
system with the traditional approach, namely inverting the matrices numerically. All these
considerations have been done for an array covered by a receiver of any size, but the same
circuit model can be applied also in case of more receivers over the metamaterial.
2.4 More receivers
An interesting peculiarity that characterizes a metamaterial for wireless power transfer ap-
plications is the possibility to feed more receivers simultaneously. The general approach for
the model of an array of coupled resonators covered by multiple receivers can be traced back
to the case of a single receiver of size bigger than the resonating cell, namely the situation
in which it can cover more elements at a time. As already mentioned in this chapter, the
interaction between magnetically coupled coils is modeled by means of the addition of an





Figure 2.4.1: Example: resonator array with two receivers of different size.
impedance in their respective equivalent circuits, once the mutual inductance is known. In
this way the whole equivalent electric circuit can be obtained and all the parameters of the
apparatus can be studied solving relatively simple equations. Being the treatment similar
to the previous cases, the general formulation is directly approached. The proposed analysis
refers to an array of n resonating RLC loops over which q receiver circuits are placed. Some
hypotheses must be enforced to ensure the practical feasibility of the system, but they do
not affect the generality of the model. The main assumption that has been made defines
the limit of the size of the receivers, namely the condition to avoid physical interference or
overlapping. Indeed, assuming to have q receivers, the sum of their lengths must be equal to
the maximum of the length of the array. Nevertheless, the sizes and the geometry of these
circuits can be different from each other. Let now approach the formulation. As it is well
known, the first step required for the modeling of the system is again the formulation of
the voltage Kirchhoff’s laws for the n cells of the array, that must encompass the voltage
drop on the cell impedance and the mutual interaction with the adjacent elements of the
metamaterial; in case of a receiver placed above the cell, a further mutual contribution must
be added. Assuming the dimensions of all the q receivers are equal to those of a resonating
element of the metamaterial, the KVL equation can be written as follows:
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−̂Vs +RsÎ1 + ẐÎ1 + jωM1,2Î2 = 0
jωM2,1Î1 + ẐÎ2 + jωM2,3Î3 = 0
... ...
jωMi−1,i−2Îi−2 + ẐÎi−1 + jωMi−1,iÎi + jωMi−1,rÎr1 = 0
jωMi,i−1Îi−1 + ẐÎi + jωMi,i+1Îi+1 + jωMi,rÎr1 = 0
jωMi+1,iÎi + ẐÎi+1 + jωMi+1,i+2Îi+2 + jωMi+1,rÎr1 = 0
jωMi+2,i+1Îi+1 + ẐÎi+2 + jωMi+2,i+3Îi+3 + jωMi+2,rÎr1 = 0
... ...
jωMj−1,j−2Îj−2 + ẐÎj−1 + jωMj−1,j Îj + jωMj−1,rÎrq = 0
jωMj,j−1Îj−1 + ẐÎj + jωMj,j+1Îj+1 + jωMj,rÎrq = 0
jωMj+1,iÎj + ẐÎj+1 + jωMj+1,j+2Îj+2 + jωMj+1,rÎrq = 0
jωMj+2,j+1Îj+1 + ẐÎj+2 + jωMj+2,j+3Îj+3 + jωMj+2,rÎrq = 0
... ...
jωMk−1,k−2Îk−2 + ẐÎk−1 + jωMk−1,kÎk + jωMk−1,rÎrN = 0
jωMk,k−1Îk−1 + ẐÎk + jωMk,k+1Îk+1 + jωMk,rÎrN = 0
jωMk+1,iÎk + ẐÎk+1 + jωMk+1,k+2Îk+2 + jωMk+1,rÎrN = 0
jωMk+2,k+1Îk+1 + ẐÎk+2 + jωMk+2,k+3Îk+3 + jωMk+2,rÎrN = 0
... ...
jωMn,n−1În−1 + ẐÎn + ẐT În = 0
(2.4.1)
where the indices i, j, k represent the resonators of the array on which the receiver is placed.
For this latter, the KVL equation holds:







+...+jωMrq ,i−1Îi−1+jωMrq ,iÎi+jωMrq ,i+1Îi+1+...+jωMrq ,j+ Nq2 Îj+ Nq2 +Ẑrq Îrq= 0
(2.4.2)
where 
q = 1, ... , Nq
j = 1, ... , n
(2.4.3)






























q = 1, ... , Nq
j = 1, ... , n
(2.4.5)
considering that Nq is the number of array’s cells covered by the receiver q. Following the
procedure explained in paragraph 2.1, it is possible to rearrange the system of equations
in matrix form and then obtain an impedance matrix Ẑm valid for the general case of q
receivers, for which the contributions of the naked array and the defects impedance has been
split again. Then, it holds:
Ẑ′′′′m = Ẑarray + Ẑ
′′′′
d (2.4.6)
where the matrix Ẑarray is the same reported in (2.1.11), whereas the defect impedance
matrix Ẑ′′′′d assumes the form reported in (2.4.7).
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Ẑ′′′′m =

0 · · · 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · 0
0 · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · 0
0 · · · 0 Ẑdi,i−1 Ẑdi Ẑdi,i+1 Ẑdi+2 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · 0
... · · · ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... ... ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0 Ẑdj,j−1 Ẑdj Ẑdj,j+1 Ẑdj+2 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
... · · · ... ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 Ẑdk,k−1 Ẑdk Ẑdk,k+1 Ẑdk+2 0 · · · 0
... · · · ... · · · · · · · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · 0

(2.4.7)
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Figure 2.4.2: Equivalent circuit for the case of more receiver fed by the resonator array.
In order to better understand the meaning of (2.4.1) its correspondent circuit representation
is reported 2.4.2. The models presented in this chapter characterize the interaction of a mono-
dimensional metamaterial with one or more passive resonant circuits in the neighborhood and
are necessary for the analysis of their performances. Anyway, the study must be completed
with the description of the parameters involved in the equations, that often have a decisive
impact on the whole performance.
2.5 Parameters
According to the equations that describe the systems reported in the paragraphs 2.1, 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4 the main parameters that affect the behavior of these systems are the pulse frequency
ω, the impedance of the resonators Ẑ and the mutual inductance M between them. These
variables are fixed depending on the application, whose goal is defined during the design. In
order to properly engineer the apparatus, the physical meaning of each term must be fully
understood, especially for the parameters whose impact is most severe.
2.5.1 Array Parameters
The first part to be discussed refers to the array. It is indeed composed of a series of mag-
netically coupled resonators and their impedance must be chosen according to the frequency
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at which they must resonate. The element impedance can be written as
Ẑ = R + jωL+ 1
jωC
and the conditions for the parameters can be basically the following
• the resistanceR is the only parameter that should affect the state variables of the system
in resonant conditions, namely voltages and currents and depends on the electric and
thermal capability of the system.
• the inductance L must be treated carefully, since the magnetic flux produced depends
on it. This parameter depends only on the geometry of the inductor and different
solutions can be chosen. Often the resonators are printed on a PCB and the value
of the inductance is very complicated do be defined, as reported in; other times they
can be wound in air or iron as classical solution for magnetic apparatus in electrical
engineering systems. An hidden parameter that must be taken into account in the
design and affects strongly the inductor is the quality factor. Indeed, it reports the
amount of energy loss relative to the stored energy in the resonator, thereby indicating
the damping effect of this latter in resonant conditions.
Q = ωL
R
For our purpose it is clearly better to have high Q inductors.






It can be realized by means of a dielectric interspace on the copper lands in case of
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printed circuits, as it is well explained in [28]; otherwise a capacitor can be soldered on
the winding terminals realizing a series resonant circuit.
• The resonant pulse frequency ω = 2πf represents the angular frequency at which the
magneto-inductive wave propagates and depends on the application. For the purpose
of power transfer hundreds of kHz are usually chosen. Once the resonant frequency is
defined, all the other parameters can be found consequently.
2.5.2 Mutual interactions
The second focus, for what concerns the parameters, must be done on the mutual inductances.
Indeed, they are responsible for the magnetic mutual coupling of the resonant elements and
the receiver, thus enabling the propagation of the wave and the transfer of the power. These
inductances are again defined only on the basis of the geometry of the system and their
evaluation cannot be simple, especially because of the divergent behavior of the Neumann
integral. Furthermore, the value of these parameters is expressed as function of the distance
between the coupled circuits, that in the case of power transfer applications, could vary
during the operation. For these reasons, the analysis could become very complicated and it
is necessary to resort to the basics of electromagnetism and circuit theory.
Mutual Inductance between adjacent cells A metamaterial mono-dimensional struc-
ture is constituted by coupled resonators of the same shape and the MI wave propagates
through them thanks to the magnetic coupling. It is then important to maximize this cou-
pling and this can be done by acting on the geometry of the system. Physically, the flux
produced by a resonating cell must link to the adjacent one as much as possible, in order
to allow the power to be fully transferred along the array element by element. Generally,
once the geometry of the coils is chosen, they are placed closed to each other, and then the
coupling is realized.
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Mutual Inductance between the array and a receiver For what concerns the mutual
coupling between the array and a receiver placed over the metamaterial, the model for the
mutual inductance M requires a study which is even more complicated by the simultane-
ous presence of different cells of the array, whose interaction must be definitely taken into
account. Furthermore, the model must consider the possibility of the receiver to move on
the metamaterial and then the resulting function must depend on the absolute position x,
taken with respect to an absolute cartesian coordinate system. This formulation leads to
have all the derived parameters expressed as a function of the absolute position, namely all
the quantities that depend on the mutual inductance M(x). The definition of mutual induc-
tance and its derivation has been proved in chapter 3 and considers the interaction of two
currents, more exactly two electrically decoupled circuits. Being the resonators of the array
magnetically coupled only, the electrical model corresponds to a series of separated electric
circuits thereby making the definition of a mutual coefficient for the array - receiver system
conceptually wrong. It is indeed necessary to define it for each couple of circuits, namely for
the receiver and each cell of the metamaterial. Being the array composed of inductors of the
same shape, the resulting system presents symmetries that allow the mutual coefficient M to
be considered equal for each couple of currents, leading to significant savings in the computa-
tion effort. For the sake of completeness, the variation introduced by the spatial dependence
of M = M(x) in the general model for one receiver - presented in section 2.3 - has been re-
ported below. However, it is possible to state that all the configurations reported in section
2.3 maintain the same formulation, except for the spatial dependent mutual contribution.
With reference to the general formulation, it is possible to write:
Ẑ′′′m(x) = Ẑarray + Ẑ
′′′
d (x). (2.5.1)




Ẑd1(x) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑd1,n(x)
Ẑd2,1(x) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑd2,n(x)
... · · · ... ... ... · · · ...
Ẑdi,1(x) · · · Ẑdi,i−1(x) Ẑdi(x) Ẑdi,i+1(x) · · · Ẑdi,n(x)
... · · · ... ... ... · · · ...
Ẑdn−1,1(x) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ẑdn−1,n(x)







i = 1, . . . , n (2.5.3)
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Ẑdi−1,i(x) = Ẑdi,i−1(x) = ω2
Mi−1,r(x)Mr,2(x)
Ẑr




Ẑdi+n,i(x) = Ẑdi,i+n(x) = ω2
Mi,r(x)Mr,i+n(x)
Ẑr
i = 1, . . . , n (2.5.4)
are continuous spatial-dependent functions. This formulation allows the parameters of the
system to be completely defined for each position of the receiver and thus the state variables
to be found resorting to the traditional circuit approach described in section 2.3. It is indeed
possible to consider the system solved step by step, thereby approaching the calculation as
a discrete spatial-variation, hypothesis that has been exploited for the numerical solution
shown in the following chapters.
Chapter 3
Inductance Calculation
The inductance coefficients for a magnetic system can be identified as:
• self-inductance of a coil which refers to the amount of magnetic flux generated by the
coil and linked to the same coil;
• mutual inductance between two coils that indicates the amount of magnetic flux gen-
erated by a coil and which links to the other one.
The general approach for the definition and calculation of these coefficients is based on the
evaluation of the magnetic energy in the whole system - being this constituted by either one
or two electric circuits - ensuring the right solution of the problem. Nevertheless, a large
amount of geometries allow the formulation to be rearranged in easier expressions, assuming
the current concentrated on the axis of the conductor. The introduction of this hypothesis
leads to the definition of the Neumann’s formula, as reported in [29].
3.1 Prototype
The magnetic system studied in this thesis is basically composed of 6 resonant L-C circuits
placed one after the other in a line, thereby forming a series of relay coils that can be
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considered a one-dimensional magneto-inductive waveguide, according to [26]. The coils are
wound on square wood blocks and are terminated on a capacitance that allow the system
to resonate at a certain frequency. Thanks to their geometry, the windings of adjacent
resonators are magnetically coupled and the mutual inductance becomes the key parameter
to be analyzed, being crucial in the definition of the model. In order to assess the correct
value of the mutual coefficient, the real value for the geometric dimensions must be used in
the following numerical analysis. The size of the coils is defined by the wood cores, that have
a square base of 153mmx153mm and a width of 29mm. The wire has a total diameter of
2.97mm, where the section of the conductor is 3.31mm2. A more detailed description of the
system is reported in chapter 5
3.2 FEM Approach
According to the general definition of inductance coefficient, it is possible to find the self-
and mutual inductance for a winding of any geometry by evaluating the total amount of
the magnetic flux linked to the surface described by the coil. In case of the self-inductance





where Φ is the total magnetic flux penetrating the surface that is enclosed by the loop in
which the current I circulates. Instead, for the calculation of the mutual coefficient we have:




in which Φi,j corresponds to the amount of flux generated by the current circulating in the





B̄ · n̂dS (3.2.3)
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and being
B̄ = ∇× Ā (3.2.4)




Ā · d̄l. (3.2.5)
This approach can be implemented only numerically, for example by means of finite element
method software, that allow the Maxwell’s equations to be integrated over any domain. It
is indeed the complexity of this latter that requires the problem to be numerically solved,
being the magnetic field spread over the entire volume of the system. This analysis has the
important advantage to be very general, since it provides the vector potential Ā for each
point of the space that can lead to the magnetic flux Φ by means of the integration reported
in (3.2.5).
3.2.1 Numerical Simulation
The software used for the numerical calculation is the academic version of Ansys Maxwell,
one of the most popular and renowned FEM software available on trade. The first step
required is the definition of the geometry of the system and these procedure requires to draw
the model by means of the CAD tools that Maxwell provides. Another possible solution is to
use a mechanical CAD and then export the model to the FEM software, being this program
able to deal with several types of files, including the classical “STEP” files. In this phase of
analysis also the material that composes the device under study must be defined, together
with the electromagnetic properties of the surrounding space. The resulting model is shown
in the figure 3.2.1. The type of solver needed for the analysis depends on the mathematical
problem, which can vary according to the sources of the fields and the boundary conditions
enforced. Being the coils of the apparatus built by using stranded wire, the skin effect can
be considered negligible and then a stationary solution has been found setting the solver for
the magnetostatic simulation. It is important to recall the fact that the mutual inductance
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Figure 3.2.1: Model of the system in Maxwell environment.
coefficient is defined for pairs of coupled circuits, and then the metamaterial structure is
characterized by as many coefficients as the number of circuits involved in the apparatus.
Each mutual inductance coefficient is determined evaluating the amount of linked flux, that
strictly varies depending on the facing surfaces of the coils, namely depending on the position
of the receiver. In order to perform the correct calculation of M(x) several solutions have
been obtained for different positions of the receiver coil - along the resonators array - setting
the “parametric simulation mode” that automatically changes the parameters of the system.
In the considered case, only the distance of the receiver - defined as the distance between
the first edge of the first resonator and the receiver - has been shifted, ranging from the
value 0 to the entire length of the array. The value of the DC current circulating in the
circuit does not affect the result and it has been set equal for each resonator, choosing a
symbolic value. Note that the dimensions are measured with respect to a reference system
whose origin is located in the first vertex of the first resonator on the left, as shown in
the figure 3.2.1. The main parameters for the simulations are reported in table 3.2.1. The
basic procedure implemented by a FEM code consists in the discretization of the whole
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Table 3.2.1: Parameters for the simulations.
Simulation Parameters Value Unit
Solver Magnetostatic / /
Excitation Current 50 A
Simulation Setup Max. Number of passes 8 /
Percent Error 2 %
Parametric
X start 0 mm
X max 312 mm
X step 25 mm
domain in tetrahedrons in which the partial differential equations are solved and then the
global solution is achieved interpolating the results obtained in each tetrahedral sub-domain.
During the simulation the mesh is gradually thickened in order to increase the precision of the
final result. Furthermore, the parametric approach allows the geometry to be automatically
modified according to the settings and a FEM simulation is performed for each step. In
order to understand the computational effort needed for this kind of calculation, it must be
noticed that each step of the parametric analysis requires at least 3 hours to be completed,
despite the computer was equipped with 16 GB of RAM memory and a “last generation”
microprocessor. The results of the simulations are now presented and commented.
Mesh The mesh is automatically generated by the code and in this case no modifications
in the settings were necessary. The resulting mesh has been plotted for each object involved
in the system, namely the circuits and the region in the surrounds. As it is possible to guess,
the portion of region where discontinuities in the geometry and/or in the material are present
is characterized by a denser mesh, with smaller tetrahedrons in order to better approximate
the shape of the object. The regions with highest number of discretizations are those that
encompass the windings. Indeed, between coil loops the space becomes small and at the
same time the interaction due to the magnetic field very large. This relentlessly leads to an
high number of elements - and then of unknowns - that make the system very complex to be
solved, with very long computational times. For example, for the mesh shown in figure 3.2.2,
971867 tetrahedrons were employed to model the whole system. It is then important to find
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Figure 3.2.2: Plot of the mesh on the object forming constituting the apparatus.
a trade-off between the precision of the solution and the time required by the calculator to
get the results.
3.2.2 Results
The results of the mutual inductance calculations for the system described in section 3.1 are
now presented and discussed, highlighting their dependence on the position. First of all, it
is important to recall that a mutual inductance is always defined for two coupled circuits -
and then two currents - so, being this system composed of a series of independent resonating
circuits, it is necessary to define as many coefficients as the coupled coils, one for each pair
of them. According to chapter , the interaction between nonadjacent resonators can be
neglected, thus the mutual coefficient between the array coils is constant in space and equal
for each couple of them, whereas the mutual inductances between the receiver and each array
cell vary in space with similar behaviour.
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Table 3.2.2: Self-Inductance coefficients.
MI1 [µH] MI2 [µH] MI3 [µH] MIreceiver [µH]
Self-Inductance Coefficient 11.193 11.557 11.13 11.581
Table 3.2.3: Mutual inductance between the cells of the array.
M [µH] I1 I2 I3
I1 11.193 -2.3143 -0.13741
I2 -2.3143 11.557 -2.3201
I3 -0.13741 -2.3201 11.130
Self-inductance Considering the self-inductance first, the values obtained from the simu-
lations are reported in table 3.2.2. As it is possible to notice, the values differ, despite the
the coils are identical. This is due to the numerical error, that is around 0.3 %. The value
for the self-inductance experimentally measured is around 12.6±0.1[µH], as reported in 5.
Mutual Inductance For what concerns the mutual inductance between the cells of the
array, the results provided by the FEM analysis are summarised in table 3.2.3. It is interesting
to notice that on the main diagonal there are the self inductance coefficients, while the other
terms appear outside, creating the proper symmetry. Comparing the inductances of adjacent
cells with those of nonadjacent ones, an important difference of more than one order of
magnitude can be appreciated. Considering the first element as example, it is coupled with
the second through a mutual inductance of M1,2 = −2.3 µH and with the third through a
mutual inductance of value M1,3 = −0.137 µH. Looking at these values, it is possible to
notice that M1,3 is 95% smaller than M1,2 and then the approximation done in the circuit
model - that consists in neglecting the nonadjacent interactions - is totally justified. These
values validate also the ones assessed experimentally, as reported in 5. However, the most
important result, that represents the original contribution to the study of these system, is
represented by the definition of the mutual coefficients between the receiver and each cell
of the array. Being this dependent on the position xof the receiver circuit along the array
axis, the parametric FEM simulations provided the mutual inductiance which is function
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Figure 3.2.3: Mutual inductance between a cell and a receiver moving over it.
of the coordinate x and the height from the array z, namely Mi,r(x, z); once the position
z is fixed, the function reduces to Mi,r(x). The misalignment in the y direction is not
considered. In figure 3.2.3 the mutual inductance between the receiver and the second cell of
the metamaterial for a distance z = 30mm has been plotted, being this the most general case
as the cell ith interacts with other resonators of the array at both sides. The beahaviour of the
function M2,r(x) shows its maximum for the value 153mm of the coordinate x, namely when
the receiver is perfectly aligned with the second cell. In this position the mutual inductance
is M2,r = 4.2 µH. Indeed, the majority of the flux produced by the resonating cell links
to the circuit above it, and this happen for each pair of perfectly aligned circuits. As the
receiver moves away from element, the mutual inductance decreases dramatically, until the
displacement reaches the value of the length of the coils, namely when the receiver covers
the next cell. At that time, the coupling could be considered negligible. The expected values
can be predicted to be symmetric with respect to the other cells, being the structure of
the apparatus periodic. Indeed, all the elements that form the array are identical. This
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Figure 3.2.4: Comparison of the mutual inductance between a cells and a receiver moving
over it .
peculiarity is verified by the behaviour of the other mutual inductance coefficients M1,r and
M3,r, as it is possible to observe in the figure where
1. the blue curve represents the coefficient M1,r
2. the red curve the coefficient M2,r
3. the yellow curve M3,r
According to what predicted, the functions reflect the periodicity of the structure even if
some inaccuracies occur, mainly due to numerical errors. The maximum value, indeed,
reaches different values for each pair coupled circuits. The points of maximum, instead,
occur for the same coordinate x. An interesting peculiarity to be discussed can be observed
in figure 3.2.5, in which the mutual inductance between the first cell of the array and the
receiver is reported. As it can be noticed, the value of M3,r(x) for the receiver moving out
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Figure 3.2.5: Mutual inductance coefficient.
the transmitter coil of the array changes its sign just some millimeters before going out from
that area. Apparently, this result is not theoretically justified, being the current - and then
the flux - signs unchanged. The reason can be found in the inversion of the flux entrance,
which -in this case - across the surface bounded by the coil from the bottom to the top. As
the receiver moves away from the resonator it is coupled with, the mutual inductance tends
asymptotically to zero, as expected. For values of displacement comparable to the length
of the coupled cell the interaction of the two circuits can be considered negligible compared
to the one between adjacent element. This behavior repeats for each mutual inductance
coefficient between the receiver and the array cells.
3.3 Partial Inductance Approach
The partial inductance calculation method solves all these problems. Indeed, it is enough to
compute partial self- and mutual inductances for all conductor segments of concern, place
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the partial self- and mutual inductances in those conductor segments, and “turn the crank”
by simply analyzing the resulting circuit. Partial inductance is considered one of the most
powerful tools to assess the inductance coefficients against both numerically results and closed
form expressions. This approach could be considered an extension of the field approach, that
has been explained in section 3.2, being easier to apply in case of complex electromagnetic
environments. Basically, being the flux expressed through a line integral defined for closed
lines, it is possible to state that the inductance is defined for closed paths only, namely closed
loops. In this context, it is possible to rearrange the formulation assigning a so called “partial
inductance” to a portion of the considered loop. This approach allows the evaluation of the
integral (3.2.5) to be decoupled into n unique contributions attributable to specific sections
of the loop perimeter - which has to be split into segments - thereby attributing specific
contributions to the specific sections of the perimeter, according to [29]. Indeed, for the flux
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whereas the partialmutual inductance between two different segments of a current loop is:







Self-Inductance In the case of a wound coil composed of multiple turns, it is possible
to treat the coil as a series of independent straight wires of negligible diameter which are
magnetically coupled one to the other, exploiting the partial inductance method above de-
scribed. According to [30], the self-inductance contribution can be obtained as the sum of
the mutual contributions between each pair of segments that compose the winding and the













here N ′ is the number of segments in which the coil is divided. With this arrangement the











where the subscripts i and j indicate the two coupled segments of the coil and the quantity
rij represents the magnitude of the euclidean distance between the two infinitesimal vector
elements d̄li and d̄lj of the coil.
For the partial-self-inductance the more general approach reported in section 3.2 must be
resorted, being the Neumann formula applied to a single wire always divergent due the











In the past century several scientific papers has proposed closed formulas to be directly ap-
plied, which have been derived from the definition reported in 3.2. In that case the linked flux
has been evaluated for a surface that starts from the coil and extends endlessly, as described
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in [29]. The approximation involved is basically related to the radius of the conductor, that
must be much smaller compared with the length of the wire. The formula exploited in this















where l is the length of the filament and rw its radius. The formula has a general validity,
since it directly results from the integration. Further simplifications are allowed introducing
the hypothesis of a length of the segment which is much larger than the wire radius, namely
l rw.
Mutual Inductance Calculation For the calculation of the mutual inductance coefficient
between two wound coils, they can be considered made up of straight wires with negligible
diameter as mentioned before. The mutual inductance is obtained by the sum of the partial
mutual inductances Mi,j between any segment i belonging to the first coil and any segment











where N ′1 and N ′2 are the numbers of segments in which the two coils are divided and the
mutual Neumann formula for the coefficientsMi,j is (3.3.6). The main difference between the
two coefficients (i.e. self- and mutual inductance) lies in the pairs of coupled wires considered,
that belong to the same winding for the case of self-inductance and to two different coupled
coils for the mutual one. It must be also be noticed the absence of the partial-self-inductance
coefficients in the calculation of the mutual inductance between two wound coils, as it can
be easily guessed.
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3.3.1 Analytical approach-Campbell Approach
Many books and scientific papers propose the calculation of self- and mutual inductance
coefficients of coupled coils, but, of course, these coefficients strictly depend on geometry of
the system. A general approach is then needed, allowing the computation to be performed
for any shape of the winding as alternative to the classical and very complicated analytical
calculations. The most general way for the representation of a coil is to split it into straight
wires as mentioned before, leading to the necessity of a formula for the calculation of the
mutual coefficient for any pair of wires of any lengths. Considering these latter as ordinary
segments in a three dimensional space, the Neumann integral can be differentiated using geo-
metric relationship written for the two segments, as it has been done by George A. Campbell







r2 = (Pp)2 + S2 − 2Ss cos(e) + s2 (3.3.11)
With this notation, S and s are the points on the segments that have the algebraic projection
on the other filament and are taken positive starting from the common perpendicular Pp; e




























= cos(e)‖Slog(r + s− Scos(e)) + slog(r + S − scos(e))− Pp(solid angle)
sin(e) (3.3.12)
This decomposition comes from the analogy with the Newtonian potential for a parallelogram
built on the two segments as described in [31], providing an exact solution for the Neumann
formula for each possible mutual position of the two filaments. Further simplifications of
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the formula are reported in the same work. However, it must be noticed that, in order
to perform this integration, the system must be analytically described in rigorous manner,
requiring important computational efforts. The most convenient approach for the application
of these results is to treat the system numerically, allowing the right input for the formula to
be automatically defined. In this thesis, a general code for each geometry has been reported,
despite the experimental verification has been done only for square coils.
3.3.2 Matlab Implementation
All the formulas commented above make the integration affordable despite complex geome-
tries characterizing the apparatus. More precisely, they can be very useful when implemented
in a calculator and, in order to allow the correct calculation, the data must be rearranged so
that the computer is able to deal with them. For this kind of application, the Matlab envi-
ronment represents one of the most user-friendly tools, for which both the geometrical model
and the equations have been arranged. Similarly to the general approach treated in section
3.2, the physical dimensions of the prototype - which is described in 3.1 - play a fundamental
role in the calculation and then they must be stored and provided as input for the code.
Indeed, in the Campbell’s original paper [31], different formulas for the mutual inductance
of two wires are reported, depending on the orientation of the segments with respect to each
other. In order to follow this approach, the windings must be split into straight segments
storing the start and end points. It is then important to fix a common reference frame for
all the coils involved; each geometrical object is expressed in the cartesian formulation with
respect to it. An accurate model of the coil has been established, considering all the three
dimensional developments of the structure giving rise to a very complex algorithm. To have
the possibility to check the results of this first part of the code, the stored winding has been
plotted, as it is possible to see in figure 3.3.1. For what concerns the receiver circuit, a spatial
variation must be integrated in the model. Assuming the same geometry for the receiver coil,
the calculation of the mutual inductance as a function of position requires the code to be
extended considering different positions for the receiver winding. As already mentioned in
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Figure 3.3.1: Representation of the coil in Matlab environment.
section 3.2.2, the calculation of the coefficient Mi(x) has been performed considering only a
spatial variation along the xcoordinate, namely for the receiver moving along the array. It
is important to highlight that the mutual inductance is defined for a pair of current loops a
time only, and this code has been written to calculate it once, exploiting the resulting func-
tion for all the mutual couplings. In this way, the algorithm has been optimized, reducing
the computational efforts required. In figure 3.3.1 different loops that represent the receiver
circuit for different values of the coordinate x, each with a different color, are plotted. In
this example, a discretization of 25mm has been enforced. The next step of the simulation is
the calculation of the mutual inductance of any two filaments in a three dimensional space,
which has been performed implementing the Campbell’s formula (3.3.10) reported above. As
already mentioned, several simplified formulas have been shown in that article, obtained from
the Neumann integral. Those expressions, together with (3.3.8), are the ones implemented
in this code, whereas the definition a common reference frame was necessary for each pair of
segments in order to correctly apply the method. In particular, three cases are really useful
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Figure 3.3.2: Representation of the receiver coil in different positions.
for the aim of this work:
• The mutual Neumann integral between any two straight filaments making with each
other the angle e(general case), reported in the first equation of [31].
• The mutual Neumann integral between any two straight filaments for the special case
of filaments mutually parallel, reported in the third equation of [31].
• The self Neumann integral of a single filament defined in (3.3.8), presented in [29].
It is important to notice that, being the problem formulated for a general relative position
of the pair of segments, no approximations have been done in the definition of the geometric
model of the coil, reproducing the real situation. This requires to deal with complicated con-
cepts of analytical geometry, especially for what concerns three-dimensional angles. Indeed,
in the formula (3.3.12) the calculation of solid angles is required and this problem has been
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overcame thanks to the specific arrangement suggested in [31](formula number 10), imple-
mented in a dedicated Matlab function. Similarly, also the other specific formulas have been
grouped in functions and recalled in the main file, resulting in a clearer and leaner interface.
In particular, besides the geometrical modeling, one single function has been developed for
the calculation of the mutual inductance, that has been cycled for each position of the re-
ceiver circuit, providing the appropriate input filaments. As a result, a vector containing the
inductance coefficients is obtained, with a size that depends on the number of positions con-
sidered for the receiver. This formulation corresponds to the definition of a discrete function,
in which the number of elements that composes the length x acts as a discretization of that
variable. The continuous version can be obtained by means of the automatic interpolation
performed by Matlab that provides Mi(x) for different zdisplacements, as reported in the
following figures. According to the number of elements in which the length xhas been split,
the accuracy with which the curve approximates the reality can improve, helping the whole
model to become very accurate. For this example, a discretization step of 5mm has been
chosen, being this a value that provides an integer number of positions for the receiver. This
results in a more symmetric graph. As last observation, it is interesting to analyze the func-
tion with the xdomain extended three times, in order to appreciate the behaviour for those
positions. Intuitively, the mutual inductance decreases as the receiver moves away from the
transmitter coil, reaching asymptotically the value zero for large misalignment. The plot in
figure 3.3.4 shows that behaviour, that apparently matches the predictions but, with a focus
on the area at the bottom of the “bell” it is possible to appreciate the presence of negative
values, as shown in the zoomed imagine of the same figure. This peculiarity reflects the same
anomaly detected in the results of the FEM simulation, discussed in 3.2.2. The same consid-
erations hold, but could be for sure an interesting peculiarity to be experimentally proved or
disproved, thus opening a wider discussion.
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Figure 3.3.3: Mutual inductance coefficients as a function of the xdisplacement for different
values of z:z = 10mm for the first plot, z = 40mm for the second plot and z = 90mm for
the third.
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Figure 3.3.4: Mutual inductance for the extended xdomain.
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Table 3.4.1: Mutual inductance results comparison.
M [µH] Matlab code FEM simulation Experimental
Mi,r(x) |x=0
z = 10mm 4.87 4.94 4.8
z = 40mm 2.76 2.81 2.7
z = 90mm 1.19 1.11 1.2
Self-inductance L [µH] 11.9 11.19 12.5
3.4 Result comparison
The definition of a correct mutual inductance coefficient is a crucial point for reaching the
final goal of the work and in this frame, the results have been checked with as many tools
as possible. In particular, being the rest of the analysis performed in Matlab environment,
the discrete function is handled as described in section 3.3.2, leading to the necessity of
validate that model. In order to do this, FEM simulations and experimental results - already
available - have been exploited. As mentioned in the paragraphs above, the mutual inductance
depends on the position of the receiver and the distance of this latter from the array. These
dependencies are described by the variable xand zrespectively. In the table 3.4.1 some cases
are reported considering the maximum value of Mi,r for different distances from the array,
since the experimental values were measured only in perfect alignment conditions.
The estimation obtained with the Matlab code differs with respect to the experiments for
some percent, resulting greater when the receiver is closer to the array and smaller when
it moves away. The numerical simulations provides values that are smaller compared to
both the other techniques. The last parameter presents the self-inductance, whose values
do not match between each other as expected. The main reason of this error can lie in the
approximation introduced by the analytical formulation and the inaccuracies occurred during
the measurements. Indeed, for what concerns the Matlab model, it exploits the Campbell
formulation of the Neumann integral, which assumes to deal with segments of negligible
diameter. This hypothesis is not verified when the mutual inductance is computed for pairs
of segments thatbelong to the same edge of the coil, being their distance small compared
with the cross section of the wire. This inevitably leads to an error, especially in the case
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of the self-inductance, as it is possible to guess. The error introduced by the finite element
method software can be traced back to the simulation error, which is basically due to the
dicretization and linearization of the field problem. The experimental measurements have
been performed on the same prototype studied in this work and are described in 5, whose
results are considered reliable.
Chapter 4
Current Calculation
In this short chapter the current calculation method is explained, starting from the analytical
description of the problem until the presentation of the results with the proper comments.
This part of the work represents an original contribution, being all the currents of the appa-
ratus be determined, namely the currents circulating in each resonator for each position of
the receiver circuit. This step is necessary for the complete characterization of the system,
being involved in the evaluation of the electromechanical interactions between the circuits
and thermal stress of them, phenomena that cannot be neglected in high power applications.
Indeed, in the last decade, the interest in high efficiency systems for wireless power transfer
has driven the research in this field towards the study of alternative methods together with
the optimization of the component involved. For this reason, resonant arrays are now ex-
ploited as improvement of the classical coupled coils, that usually work in resonance in order
to extend the allowed displacement and need to be designed to tolerate increasing power,
especially if they are used in electric vehicle charging. The currents play the crucial role,
being the variable that leads the design requirements for what concerns power systems and
characterize the quality of this latter. The transmitted power is indeed evaluated by means
of proper measurements on the receiver current, which usually closes on a load. All these
aspects are taken into account in the numerical simulations presented in this work, allowing
the assessed values to be completely matched. It must be underlined that the model can be
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developed thanks to the definition of the mutual inductance function in the previous chapter.
4.1 Theoretical model
Even though different models have been defined depending on the dimension of the receiver,
the prototype available in the laboratory is composed of equal wound coils with an identical
receiver and then the following analysis refers to that system. According to the theory
approached in chapter 2 for the case of a receiver identical to the array resonators 2.1, the
receiver can interact with only two cells of the array a time, leading to the definition of the
matrix (2.1.10). In order to find the currents circulating in the coils the system (2.1.8) must
be solved, where Î and V̂ are the currents and voltages vectors of the array, respectively. In
particular, the voltages at terminals of the coils or the capacitor - that are equal since they
are L-C series circuits - are null if the perfect magnetic resonance imposed by the source
is achieved. The only exception is for the first terminal, which is directly supplied by the
voltage generator presenting V̂s at its terminals. The vector is then defined as:
V̂T = [V̂s 0 ... 0] (4.1.1)
For what concerns the vector Î, it contains all and only the currents in each cell, whose values
strictly depend on the interaction between the coils, especially with a moving receiver and
then it holds:
ÎT (x, z) = [Î1(x, z) Î2(x, z) ... ÎnÎ2(x, z)] (4.1.2)
The interaction with the receiver circuit is described by means of the functionMi,r(x, z) |z=const
obtained in chapter 3, which makes the impedance matrix dependent on the receiver displace-
ment, namely Ẑm = Ẑm(x, z) |z=const. The rigorous notation for Ohm’s law in matrix form
becomes
V̂ = Ẑm(x, z) |z=const Î(x, z) |z=const (4.1.3)
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The solution implies to invert the matrix Ẑm, obtaining
Î(x, z) |z=const= Ẑ−1m (x, z) |z=const V̂ (4.1.4)
In this way all the currents circulating in the resonators are determined for each value of the
displacement x (and eventually z). The prototype is composed of six resonators wound on
square wood blocks with identical receiver - as described in 5 - and then the expression of
the impedance matrix, written for a the case in which the receiver covers the ith and (i+ 1)th
cells at a given distance z, assumes the form:
Ẑmi,i+1(x) =

Ẑ+Rs jωM 0 0 0 0
jωM Ẑ jωM 0 0 0
0 jωM Ẑ+Ẑdi(x) jωM+Ẑdi,i+1(x) 0 0
0 0 jωM+Ẑdi+1,i(x) Ẑ+Ẑdi+1(x) jωM 0
0 0 0 jωM Ẑ jωM
0 0 0 0 jωM Ẑ+Ẑ ′T

(4.1.5)
where Ẑ is the proper impedance of a cell and is equal for all elements and the coefficient M
is the mutual inductance between two adjacent resonators of the array (also this parameter
is equal for all coupled cells of the array). The impedance defects introduced because of









Ẑdi,i+1(x) = Ẑdi+1,i(x) =ω2
Mi,r(x)Mr,i+1(x)
Ẑr
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where Mi,r(x) = Mr,i(x) and Mi+1,r(x) = Mr,i+1(x) are the functions describing the mutual
inductance between the receiver and the cells that it faces. The resistance Rs is internal
resistance of the supply apparatus, which usually must be considered to make the represen-
tation rigorous and the impedance ẐT is the matching load for the magnetoinductive wave
generated along the array. Indeed, since this system behaves as magnetoinductive waveguide,
if the array is terminated in the proper load, standing waves can be eliminated, as reported in
[32]. It is clear that when the receiver moves and covers different cells, the impedance matrix
has to be updated, thereby changing its topology. In order to allow the code to build - and
then solve - the above mentioned system with an automatic procedure, the impedance matrix
has been split in two contributions, where the former is constant and the latter depends on
the displacement. In particular, the first matrix corresponds to the impedance matrix of the




Ẑ+Rs jωM 0 0 0 0
jωM Ẑ jωM 0 0 0
0 jωM Ẑ jωM 0 0
0 0 jωM Ẑ jωM 0
0 0 0 jωM Ẑ jωM
0 0 0 0 jωM Ẑ+Ẑ ′T

. (4.1.7)
As it is possible to observe, Ẑmarray is a tridiagonal matrix of the Toeplitz type and this
property allow wide considerations, including the possibility to define a closed formula for
the calculation of the currents, as reported in [27]. Unfortunately, the presence of the receiver
breaks these symmetries, thereby making it impossible to find close-form expressions for the
currents. Indeed, the defects must be incorporated adding the terms described in (4.1.6) to
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(4.1.7), process that can be shown as the addition of a matrix devoted to the defects:
Ẑmdi,i+1 (x) =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ẑdi(x) Ẑdi,i+1(x) 0 0
0 0 Ẑdi+1,i(x) Ẑdi+1(x) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

(4.1.8)
The result is expressed as sum of the two contributions, as shown in the relation
Ẑm(x) = Ẑmarray + Ẑmdi,i+1 (x) (4.1.9)
The implementation of this algorithm is done in Matlab, with the possibility to exploit the
storage of the data as regards the geometry and the inductances, being all the previous
operation done in the same environment. In order to make this procedure automatic, the
additional terms are added by means of a proper “for” loop able to identify the correct position
in which the defect must inserted, whereas the constant matrix Ẑmarray is written exploiting its
symmetry property, since Matlab provides special tools to handle this mathematical objects
(Toeplitz functions have been used). The resulting code gives rise to a series of different
impedance matrices, one for each position of the array, since the data are stored as discrete
functions of the displacement. Depending on the position of the receiver, the defects are
evaluated on the basis of mutual inductance, provided by the previous calculations. Being
the structure periodic, the same function M(x) can be exploited with any resonator of the
array which interacts with the receiver, even if, in line of principle, it should be defined for
each pair of currents - and then of coupled circuits. In that case, the mutual inductance curve
would be shaped as the “bell” shown in the previous chapter and lay down to zero when the
circuits do not overlap. The procedure implemented allows the same data to be exploited
since the counter that acts as x variable is incremented each time displacement is changed
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with the proper space shift, allowing the code to be leaner and more efficient. Once the
impedance matrix has been defined for each position, it is possible to solve the system and
then obtain the currents, as described above. This operation has to be repeated of course for
each matrix, namely for each value of the displacement obtaining a series of current arrays,
whose number depends on the discretization of that xdimension. It must be noticed that the
discretization step with which the impedance matrices are calculated must be the same of
the one adopted in the inductance calculation procedure, in order to be sure that for each
xposition for which the system is solved, a value of mutual inductance has been calculated.
This consideration rises because of the presence of discretized functions, which requires one
to be careful in handle them; a lot of errors, indeed, are due to the wrong correspondence
of the values stored in the structures, that became very complex when incorporating several
“layers”.
4.2 Numerical Implementation and Results
The implementation of the model described in the precedent paragraph allowed an easy
evaluation on the currents, with the possibility to repeat the calculation several times and
for different geometries. The results achieved for the available array prototype are reported
in the following, with special focus on the receiver current. The current arrays obtained
from the solution of the system (4.1.3) returns as many current arrays as the positions of the
receiver.Each of them contains six phasors representing the sinusoidal currents circulating
in the coils, assumed to be isofrequential at the resonant frequency of the system. The
magnitude of the resonator currents are plotted with respect to the position of the receiver
circuit in separated graphs and the resulting curve has been shaped by means of the automatic
interpolating function available in Matlab. The results reported in the following comes from
the numerical simulations only and the input values for the analysis have to be taken into
account to avoid meaningless discussions. In order to well understand the discussion and
to ensure a complete visualization of the physical phenomena involved, the basic theory of
magnetoinductive waves must be resorted to, as described in the first chapter. The analysis
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aims to describe the behavior of the system with reference to the currents and the energy,
validating the above described model which will be exploited for the purpose exposed at the
beginning of this chapter.
4.2.1 Input Variables
As it can be guessed, the input parameters affect strongly the behaviour of the apparatus,
thus they must be chosen according to the electrical characteristics of this latter together
with the aim of the analysis. These parameters - reported in the list below - represent the
input of the Matlab functions written ad hoc to solve the system, incorporating also the
definition of the impedance matrix:
• Supply voltage V̂s = 10√3 V
• Internal resistance of the power supply RS = 50 Ω
• Resonant frequency fres = 12π√LC = 146.95 kHz
• Matching termination impedance ẐT = 1.5 Ω
• Discretization step for both mutual inductance and current calculations xstep = 5mm
• Receiver load RR = 5Ω
Several simulations have been done varying these parameters, in order to better define the
performance of the system in different operating conditions, but the main discussion has been
done with reference to the numerical results that reproduces the experimental condition of
the laboratory.
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4.2.2 Simulation for low distance receiver
The graphs reported below show the behavior of the currents considering that the position
of the receiver varies along the length of the array and the distance from it is assumed to be
10mm in the zdirection, namely the receiver is placed directly over the array - meaning that
the distance between the faced resonators is due to the wooden substrate. In order to clarify
the exposure of the results, it must be underlined that the scale for the current amplitude
has been set using as reference the maximum and minimum values of the current in the
considered cases. For what concerns the x axis, it is has been indexed with the magnitude of
the receiver displacement and, considering that the resonators are 153mm long, it is possible
to identify the location of the cells of the array.
1 First Resonator of the Array The plot of the current of the first resonator of the
array is reported in figure 4.2.1 and shows a nearly constant behavior for the entire length
of the structure, with some negative peaks in correspondence to the odd cells. Indeed the
minima occur for the values 0.31mm and 0.62mm, which correspond to the perfect alignment
condition with the third and fifth cell. The presence of maxima and minima seem to be
negligible in the whole scale, whereas it can be appreciated with the appropriate relative
scale. In figure 4.2.2 the y-axis has been zoomed, highlighting that the current oscillates
between 0.128A and 0.1402A initially and damping effects occur as the receivers moves along
the array. A reasonable explanation lies in the presence of the magnetoinductive wave which
travels along the structure and then each cell sees a different peak.
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Figure 4.2.1: Magnitude of the current in the first resonator of the array.



















Figure 4.2.2: Magnitude of the current in the first resonator of the array in small scale.
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2 Second Resonator of the Array The current in the second cell of the array with
reference to the absolute scale is plotted in figure 4.2.3 and is likewise characterized by an
oscillatory behaviour. However, in this case, the shape of the curve looks like mirrored with
respect to the current in the first resonator - figure 4.2.1 , situation that can be traced back
to the phase shift introduced by the inductive coupling with the adjacent resonators. The
array cells are, indeed, coupled trough the pure imaginary impedance jωM , that delays the
currents of π2 radiants, as it is proved in [27]. The presence of the receiver provides further
coupling, which induces an extra shift in the phase of π2 radiants, causing the phase inversion
of the currents, as shown. Besides,it must be noticed that a strong peak of 0.38A occurs
when the receiver is aligned with the next resonator, namely the third. The same behaviour
repeats when the receiver is aligned with the fifth cell, namely giving life to a periodicity
which is typical for this apparatus, even if it is usually smoother.



















Figure 4.2.3: Magnitude of the current in the second resonator of the array.
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3 Third Resonator of the Array Similarly to what happens for the first resonator, the
evolution of the current profile shown in figure 4.2.4 for the third cell remains nearly constant
for displacements that are grater than 0.459mm, namely for the receiver placed over the third
cell and following ones. Indeed, a strong negative peak occurs when the receiver is aligned
with the second cell. The average magnitude of the currents is slightly smaller with respect
to the one in the first cell, manly due do Joule losses caused by the resistance of the wire.



















Figure 4.2.4: Magnitude of the current in the third resonator of the array.
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4 Fourth Resonator of the Array Looking at figure 4.2.5, it is possible to appreciate
another trend which suggests the presence of periodicity. In this case the curve reflects the
one obtained for the second cell, reported in figure 4.2.3, both in shape and in magnitude.
It is interesting to notice that the peak expected in correspondence of the alignment of the
receiver with the third cell is completely absent, indicating that the currents of the array
cells closer to the power source present more peaks with an higher magnitude. The slight
fall in the value of these maxima with respect to the case of figure 4.2.3 can be due to the
dissipating effects of the winding resistance, while the absence of them for the far resonator of
the array has to be traced back to the presence of the receiver, which modifies the structure
of the magnetoinductive waveguide and the associated phenomena.



















Figure 4.2.5: Magnitude of the current in the fourth resonator of the array.
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5 Fifth Resonator of the Array The characteristic behaviour for the fifth resonator
described in figure 4.2.6is similar to the others identified for the odd cells, presenting an
almost constant trend with periodic negative peaks in case of presence of the resonator on
the previous odd elements. What surprises is the magnitude of the currents of the array cells
after the position of the receiver, which present the same values unless a little decrease due
to joule losses. It seems that the receiver causes current deeps until it reaches the considered
cell (i.e., the fifth cell) and overcomes it, situation for which the behavior remains stable.



















Figure 4.2.6: Magnitude of the current in the fifth resonator of the array.
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6 Sixth Resonator of the Array The last resonator of the considered array is labeled
with an even number and then the current is expected to reflect the ones for the other
even elements. The typical trend is described in section 4.2.2 and the results satisfy the
prediction, being the curve oscillating between 0.095A and 0.03A. The constant behaviour is
not reached, since it requires that the receiver overcomes the considered cell, which is in this
case the last. Looking at the average current, it is decreased as consequences of the insertion
of the termination impedance ẐT to match the line, which adds to the winding resistance
dissipating the power that reaches the cell.



















Figure 4.2.7: Magnitude of the current in the sixth resonator of the array.
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Receiver Another part of the system that is important to analyze is the receiver circuit
placed over the array, whose behavior represents the reference for the discussion about the
performances of the system. Indeed, the applications of this kind of apparatuses in the field
electrical engineering are usually devoted to the transmission of energy wirelessly, where the
main goal is to feed the load connected to the receiver circuit with the highest amount of
power possible. The receiver winding is terminated on the series between a capacitor - that
allow the circuit to resonate - and a load resistance RR that acts as a dissipative load. The
resulting current is plotted in figure 4.2.8, where the absolute scale - defined at the begin
of the analysis - has been adopted. The value of this current remains lower with respect to
the others circulating in the array for the entire sweep that has been simulated, presenting
maxima in correspondence of the alignment with the odd cells and minima for the positions
for which the receiver is aligned with the even ones. This peculiarity suggests the optimum
positions in which the receiver can pick up the maximum amount of power and the others in
which is not convenient to operate, namely the odd and even ones respectively.



















Figure 4.2.8: Magnitude of the current in the receiver circuit.
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Currents comparison Another interesting observation can be done comparing the cur-
rents of the array cells with the one of the receiver and in order to do this, two groups of
plots have beer reported in the figures. On the left and right columns, blue lines describe
the currents circulating in the odd and even resonators ,respectively. The receiver current
is drawn in red and obviously is the same for all plots: it has been replicated in each plot
to allow fast comparison, useful to gain a whole visualization of the phenomenon. For this
analysis only the qualitative trend is considered, being the numerical values the same de-
scribed in the paragraphs above. As already addressed before, the presence of the receiver
strongly affects the current values for the resonators of the array and it is possible do identify
typical current trends - with reference to the position - that are common for each cell. In
particular, the same behavior holds for the currents of the array cells for a position of the
receiver between them and the power source, namely for those which have not already faced
the receiver. This consideration can be done for each resonator of the array, except the first
one, which is directly connected to the voltage source and for which this condition never
holds. On the left side of each Îi − x curve reported in the figure 4.2.9 the phenomenon
just explained can be appreciated, being all those lines identically shaped. Furthermore, it
is possible to state that the trends of the last cell and receiver currents as function of the
displacement tend to overlap, as it is clearly visible in the last plot of the right column in
figure 4.2.9, whose shapes present only a small difference that can be due to the difference
in the circuit topology.
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Figure 4.2.9: Comparison of the receiver current with the currents of an array with 6 res-
onators for z = 10mm.
As further prove of this consideration, a similar apparatus with an higher number of res-
onators has been analyzed and the results reported in figure 4.2.10. The characteristics are
identical to the array exploited for the other simulations (described in 4.2.2), namely the
same inputs that have been described in 4.2.1. The presence of additional cells makes the
chain of resonators longer and all the considerations just described are still present. This
confirms the validity of the precedent discussion, with the possibility to better visualize the
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periodicity that has been predicted. Indeed, it is now easier to see different trends and their
evolution, especially for what concerns the peaks that characterize the even elements, that
are present in an higher number. Being the magnitude of this current about 2.5 times the
average one experienced in the odd cells, the risk of an overload is seriously practical and the
higher it is the stronger is the stress that the components have to bear, both electrical and
thermal. For the second cell the number of this maximum has been estimated to be n2 − 1
and then 2 in case of 6 resonators while 3 if 8 elements are considered. Unfortunately, those
peaks occur in correspondence of the alignment of the receiver with the odd cells, that are the
positions that allow the maximum transfer of energy, as it is possible to understand observing
the value of the receiver currents (red line of the graphs). For what concerns the currents in
the odd cells, they have been already discussed previously and defined to be almost constant.
However, some maxima and minima are present and their difference increases in the last even
resonator, whose current remains at values similar to the one of the receiver for most of the
positions simulated. In this case the situation is mirrored with respect to even cells, being the
position of the minimum currents observed for the position of maximum power transmission,
namely the maximum for the receiver current. This consideration could be totally forgotten,
being the whole trend nearly constant. Another important analysis refers to the choice of
the receiver load as it can affect both the receiver and the array currents, causing singular
effects. The value set for this simulations is the one adopted in the study reported in[27] and
allow an observation related to the perfect alignment position of the receiver. In particular,
it is possible to state that each time the receiver is aligned with one of the array cells, the
magnitude of its current has the same value of the one of the resonator which is facing. For
example, considering the currents |Î1| and |Îrec| at first, their values are nearly similar and
the same holds for |Î2| and |Îrec| for a displacement of 153mm, namely when the receiver
completely covers the second element. This peculiarity can be noticed for each graph and is
possible only with the proper receiver load.
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Figure 4.2.10: Comparison of the receiver current with the currents of an array with 8
resonators z = 10mm .
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4.2.3 Simulation for large distance receiver
One of the most critical points in this kind of systems is the distance of the receiver from
the array, which could strongly affect the performances of the apparatus. In wireless power
transfer applications it represents the main challenge, together with the quality of the energy
which is transferred that reflects on the current. In order to complete the analysis of the
performance of the array, a couple of simulations with an increased distance of the receiver
have been performed and the results are shown in the following graphs. In order to stan-
dardize the analysis, the value for the z coordinate has been set equal to 40mm and 90mm,
according to the calculations of the mutual inductances described in the previous chapter, for
which the values of the function Mi,r(x, z) |z=const have been experimentally and numerically
validated. In figure 4.2.11 is reported the current behaviors in case of a receiver 40mm far
from the array. In this first case, the current trend is again similar to the one obtained for
the minimum distance. All the curves appear smoothed, especially the ones concerning even
cells, whose values present the most important peaks that now overcame the average value
obtained for the odd cells 1.8 times only (it was 2.5 in the previous case). The currents in
the odd cells feature the same evolution, with an increased gap with respect to the value
of the receiver current. Indeed, looking at the figure 4.2.9, it is possible to notice that the
minimum values of all currents remain nearly the same, whereas all the maxima are strongly
reduced or almost disappear. The second variation applied, namely z = 90mm, emphasizes
the characteristics shown by the precedent simulation. As can be see in figure 4.2.12, the
peaks in the receiver actually disappeared, while the average value for the array currents is
almost the same. The receiver current appears now further reduced, being around 0.025A.
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Figure 4.2.11: Comparison of the receiver current with the currents of an array with 6
resonators z = 40mm.
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Figure 4.2.12: Comparison of the receiver current with the currents of an array with 6
resonators z = 90mm.
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4.3 Conclusions
After the discussion of the results of the numerical simulations, the whole behavior in terms of
currents has been described, helping the general understanding of the operation mode for this
kind of apparatus. In particular, the previous paragraphs highlighted the unexpected trend
of the currents for the even numbered cells, whereas the odd ones show a nearly constant
magnitude for the current values. However, it is interesting to observe that each cell shows
a similar behavior - of the current as a function of the receiver position - when the receiver
covers cells that precede the one considered. In other words, each resonator of the array is
affected in the same way until the receiver reaches it, as it is possible to see clearly in the
graphs of figure 4.2.10, especially for the odd array resonators. This similarity is appreciable
especially for the cells placed far from the power source, for which the receiver is placed
between them and the power source for most of the simulations. In particular, the currents
experience dramatic drops when the receiver covers the even numbered cells (preceding the
one under analysis), whereas the same happens for the receiver current (red curve) resulting
in important oscillations. This peculiarity can be addressed to the characteristics of the
coupling between the receiver and the resonators, which results stronger with respect to the
one experienced by the adjacent resonators of the array. Indeed, the maximum value of the
mutual inductance for the minimum vertical displacementMi,r(x, z) |z=10mm is equal to 4.8µH
and then much greater than the value for adjacent array resonators, which is 1.5 µH. As a
consequence, the major part of the magnetic flux produced by the array resonators is linked
to the receiver rather than to the adjacent array cells and then the power tends to be absorbed
by the receiver instead of propagating along the array structure. This phenomenon strongly
depends on the mutual coupling Mi,r(x, z) |z=10mm , which varies according to the position
of the receiver along the array and the distance from this latter, reflecting its behaviour on
the currents. As further proof, for an increased value of the mutual inductance between
the receiver and the resonators, the currents appear more constant (and thus the power
distributed more equally), as shown in figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12. A receiver close to the
power source can in this way compromise the possibility to feed further receivers that should
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catch the power from the resonators of the array placed in the rest of the structure, even if
this kind of study is beyond the aim of the thesis. Overall, it is difficult to define an analogy
between the trends obtained for the array currents, even if it is possible to understand that
complex phenomena related to the magnetoinductive wave are present. Indeed, this circuit
interacts with the magnetic field generated in the coils of the structure, whose behaviour in
case of an unloaded system, namely without the receiver, has been well described in [27]. In
that case a wave - generated by the interaction between adjacent cells - propagates towards
the last resonator and, if a perfect matching condition is realized, no reflections occur, as
happens in our simulations. Once the receiver is placed above the cells, a voltage is induced
in it, making a current flow and then a magnetic field interact with the magnetoinductive
device inducing a reaction current. Its presence affects the magnitude and the phase of each
current circulating in the array in different ways depending on the number of the cells and
consequently the magnetic field, which is the crucial quantity for this kind of systems.
Chapter 5
Experimental Verification
In the previous chapters of this thesis lots of efforts have been spent to define a suitable
model able to describe the behavior of an array of coupled resonators, in analogy with a one
dimensional metamaterial structure. Until now, the analysis has been approached study-
ing the currents circulating in the circuits by means of numerical simulations, whose results
have been only partially confirmed. Indeed, the mutual inductance coefficients have been
numerically evaluated by means of two equivalent approaches and then a comparison with
the measured values reported in [27] has been done for the peak values, whereas the currents
calculated in the previous chapter have not been validated yet. One of the main reasons that
makes the analysis of the magnetic systems difficult to be approached is its dependence on the
geometry, requiring to repeat the calculations for each variation that occurs. In this frame,
it is possible to understand the difficulties encountered in the exploitation of the studies that
can be found in literature, being them relevant to different apparatus. The only possibility
that allow the theoretical model to be completely validated is to define and design an ex-
perimental prototype on which it is possible to lead all the tests and measurements required
for the confirmation of the theoretical model. In this work, the apparatus exploited for the
experimental verification is the the resonator array is the one available in the laboratory and
has been fully describe in 5.1.3. If in the case of the mutual inductance only the maxima
have been checked, the current trend as a function of the receiver displacement has been
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Figure 5.0.1: Representation of the resonator array with a receiver.
confirmed, providing and indirect validation also for the entire function Mi,r(x, z) |z=const,
being this latter the only unknown the affects the variables in the model.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The system that has been experimentally tested consists of an array of coupled coils working
in resonance condition and by which is possible to transfer energy wirelessly. The apparatus
geometry appears as a series of relay passive resonant circuits that are coupled thanks to the
mutually linked flux and the resulting magnetic field allows the power to travel along coils.
This particular behavior is appreciable for each system that presents a similar structure and,
being them characterized by the same circuit model reported in 1.2.1, it is possible to treat
this apparatus as a one dimensional magneto-inductive wave guide, also according to [26].
The type of resonators and their interactions are defined by the layout of the system and
can be different depending on the application, whereas, in this research, the resonators have
a square shape and are arranged over a surface, allowing a better coupling. Furthermore,
resorting to the basic theory describing the behavior for this kind of objects, it is possible
to increase the transmitted power through the coils thus improving the whole efficiency.
1.2.2. The size of the circuits depends both on the power transmitted - that affects the
currents in the windings and then the size of the conductors - and the frequency of the
supply voltage, whose fundamental component must oscillate at the resonant frequency in
order to exploit the properties for metamaterials described in the chapter 1. In literature,
being this kind of systems studied for the transmission of information, they usually operate
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at very high frequencies, such as few tens of MHz, and very low power, namely just few watts.
These characteristics lead to the choice of a single or multilayered flat resonator for the coils,
that are printed on PCB and whose are supplied by signal generators reaching very high
frequencies as reported in [33] and [9]. For what concerns high power applications, wound
coils are usually employed, being both the voltage and the current higher with respect to
the signal transmission apparatus. For the same reason, also the section of the conductors
and the distance between them must increase, improving safety conditions. In this case the
supply system is based on DC-AC power converters that can feed the circuit with a very high
frequency voltage, even up to 300 kHz with the modern GaN and Sic switches. Working at
these frequencies, the output stage is usually a square wave but the current circulating in the
resonators is sinusoidal, since the resonant circuits behave as filter. According to [33] and
[23], this is basically due to the high quality factor Q of the coils and allows simple power
source configurations admissible.
5.1.1 Power Source
The aim of the analysis basically lies in the experimental validation of the numerical results
and then of the theoretical model by which the performances are predicted. In this frame
a low power test has been chosen, being it simpler to be implemented since it requires a
small size signal generator while ensures a safer work environment. As consequence, a high
frequency signal generator of the type “TG1010” has been used, manufactured by Thurlby
Thandar Instruments. It is a 10MHz Programmable DDS Function Generator which has
been connected to the terminals of the first resonator of the array.
5.1.2 Measurements Instrumentation
The results - given in terms of currents - have been obtained by means of proper measurements
on the prototype. During the operations, both the currents and voltages have been monitored
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by means of different probes of the oscilloscope Agilent “ Infiniium” 54855A with a sampling
capability of 2GSa
s
and bandwidth of 500MHz. In particular:
• 4 Agilent voltage probes with attenuation ratio of 10:1
• 1 AC/DC current probe Tektronix TCP302 with variable attenuation ratio which signal
has been processed trough the amplifier Tektronix “TCPA 300”.
All the measured quantities were visualized and inspected connecting the probes to the
oscilloscope, which is equipped with 4 different channels. In order to provide the right signal
to be triggered, one of the 3 voltage probe connected to the instrument has been keep used
for the voltage of the power source.
5.1.3 Array
Inductors The resonator array presented in this thesis is composed of 6 square coils made
with stranded wire, being a cheap alternative to Litz wire. The stranded wire is an Alpha
Wire PPE Hook Up Wire, 3.31mm2, 600 V 12 AWG composed of 65 tinned copper strands of
0.25mm diameter each, with a resulting conductor area of 3.31mm2. Each wire was insulated
with PPE (Polyphenylene Ether) and its total diameter was 2.97mm. The coils have been
wound on a wood block of dimensions 153mm x 153mm x 29mm, where the indentation
channel is 1.5mm deep and 18mm wide and in order to keep them tight around the wood
core The wires have been wrapped on the channel with electrical black tape. The resulting
winding presents six turns, as shown in figure 5.1.1.
The self-inductance of the coils has been numerically predicted as explained in the chapter
3, where a further comparison with the value obtained experimentally has been reported. In
particular, the measurements have shown a value around L = 12.6 µH. The resonators were
then placed side-by-side over a surface, as close as possible one to the other. The minimum
separation distance is 0.6mm, defined by the insulation thickness of the wires, which is
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Figure 5.1.1: Resonator prototype: stranded wire wound around square wood block.
0.3mm. In figure 5.1.1 the experimental prototype of the array of six resonators is shown,
with the first resonator connected to the voltage generator and another equal resonator as
load. It is interesting to notice that, despite the lower operating frequency, a large value of
Q equal to 108 has been obtained, thanks to the large section of the conductor. Moreover,
having a similar value of |k| = 0.25, it results |kQ| = 27 which is much higher than the
value of 9.9 obtained for the planar multilayer coils studied in [27]. This leads to a lower
attenuation, which is clearly observed in the efficiency measurements that is possible to find
in Chapter 3 of [27], where for an array of 4 cells larger values are obtained in case of stranded
wire resonators.
Capacitors The resonant frequency at which the system operates is usually chosen ac-
cording to the applications and the features of the power supply, which represents the main
limit in high power applications. Indeed, only in recent years the developments in the power
switches allow output voltage frequency of hundreds of kHz to be achieved, as mentioned
before. In the present case, it was chosen that the signal generator feeds the apparatus
with a voltage at a frequency around 150 kHz, therefore defining the resonance for which
the resonators are designed, which must be the highest possible as explained in chapter 1.
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Figure 5.1.2: Experimental setup of an array of six resonators connected to the signal gener-
ator and loaded with an identical resonator acting as a receiver, placed over the last but one
element.
Hence, the appropriate capacitance must be inserted in order to obtain the desired effect
according to the commercial values available in the market. As consequence, two capacitors
of 47nF in parallel were connected in series to the winding of each resonator, resulting in
a total capacity of 94nF . As it is well known, being the choice of the capacitor driven by
the market availability, the desired value is difficult to be found, causing variations of the
resonant frequency with respect to the calculated value. Furthermore, stray capacitances can
affect the design value and they are mainly due to the physical connections and the adjacent
wires of the windings that act as capacitive plates.
Resistors The resistors connected to the receiver and to the last resonator of the array have
resistances Rload = 5Ω and ẐT = RT = 1.5Ω, respectively; they are Thick Film resistors, with
a rated maximum power of 100W. Furthermore, to improve the thermal dissipation capability
of this components, heatsinks have been mounted over them, although not necessary during
the present validation.
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Parameter assessment The accuracy of a measurement is strongly affected by all the
elements involved in the real system and, for this reason, parasitic affects can compromise
the experiment. This happens as consequence of the nonideal behavior that characterizes the
components and proper measurements must be performed in order to evaluate the effective
values of the parameters. The experimental evaluation of the self-inductance, intrinsic AC
resistance, added capacitance and resonant frequency of each resonator were determined
through measurements using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) and are reported in the
following. Note that the results have been obtained as average of the maximum and minimum
measured value for each parameter. In detail:
• The Self inductance of a coil L results L = 12.6± 0.1 µH
• The whole capacitance of each cell results C = 93.1± 0.2 nF
• The whole resistance of each cell results R = 0.11± 0.01 Ω
• The effective resonant frequency f0 = 12π√LC = 147.0± 0.5 kHz
The mutual inductance between adjacent coils of the array must be derived from the mea-
surement of the input impedance that the network analyzer sees when is connected to two
coupled resonators, exploiting the following formulation




where Ẑin represents the impedance measured by the VNA andR is the whole resistance of the
winding. Performing this computation, is is possible to find the value M = −1.55± 0.05 µH
for the mutual inductance, valid for each pair of coupled resonators of this type lying on the
same plane in an horizontal configuration.
Receiver In order to analyze the capability of this apparatus of transmitting power wire-
lessly, a receiver has been placed over the array. In particular, for all the analyses - either
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theoretical and experimental - a resonant coil identical to the ones used to create the array
has been exploited as receiver, with the only difference that a resistive load has been added
to the series of the coil and the capacitor. Being the receiver placed directly over the array,
the minimum distance between the faced resonators is 10mm due to the wooden substrate.
The measured mutual inductance between the receiver and an array resonator in case of
perfect alignment has been obtained applying the formula (5.1.1) to the measurements con-
ducted using the VNA, with which different vertical displaced couplings have been tested, In
particular,
• A value of Mi,r = 4.8 µH for the minimum distance z = 10mm
• A value of Mi,r = 2.7 µH for the distance z = 40mm
• a value of Mi,r = 1.2 µH for the distance z = 90mm.
5.2 Results
In this section the results of the measurements performed on the prototype are presented,
discussed and compared with the values numerically estimated. In particular, the currents
in the receiver and the resonators of the array have been validated. All the tests have been
conducted with the same setup and the techniques explained above, sampling the currents for
different position of the receiver placed over the array. The entire length of the structure has
been swept with steps of 1mm, reporting in the following plot the points for which notable
changes in the current magnitude occurred. According to the previous chapter, the scale for
the y-axis - namely the one for the current - has been chosen as the wider of the ones needed
for all the circuits, helping to visualize the scale of the whole phenomenon; it ranges from 0
to 0.4A. As first, in figure 5.2.1, the currents measured and calculated for the first resonator
are plotted in blue and red, respectively, allowing a direct comparison of the two trends.
As it is possible to see, the measured values give life to a curve which accurately reflects
the one calculated by means of the numerical model, presenting only a small reduction in
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Current in the first resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.1: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the first resonator of
the array.














Current in the second resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.2: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the first resonator of
the array.
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the magnitude of 0.005A for the point of maximum and 0.004A for the point of minimum
with respect to the predicted values, resulting in errors of 5.5% and 5% respectively. The
experimental trend appears more constant as the receiver displacement varies. However, this
features make the experimental curve appear scaled down of a constant quantity and this
difference can be traced back to the inaccuracy of the instruments as well as the error due
to nonideal characteristics of the components. Indeed, as it is well known, there are two
main categories of sources of uncertainty to be associated with the result of a measurement:
sources that give rise to random uncertainty contributions and sources that give rise to
systematic contributions to uncertainty. When repeated measurements of a quantity value
are performed, the instrument reading may vary, particularly in its last decimal digits. This
is due to the noise or disturbances that add during the measurement process, which can
be of different types. In the same way, systematic errors can affect all the measurements
and often their source is very difficult to find. The graph in figure 5.2.2 reports the trend
of the measured and calculated currents for the second resonator of the array, confirming
the prediction made and discussed in the paragraph above. Furthermore, it shows a similar
characteristic for the error as happened in the first case described, despite its value is strongly
amplified both for the peaks and the minimums. Indeed, for the point of maximum current -
for which the error was maximum in the previous case - the numerical values double the ones
experimentally assessed, resulting in a 9% of error, whereas for the minimum the error is
reduced to some percent. In particular, this latter varies from the value of 1.5% for the first
minimum that presents a numerical overestimation, whereas in the remaining two minima
the error is around 3% being the experimental curve underestimated. The next focus is on
the third resonator of the array, for which the current trend is reported in figure 5.2.3. Also
in this case a small percentage of error is present making the experimental curve slightly
shifted down with respect to the numerical one, but the error is distributed differently.
Indeed, for most of the positions covered by the receiver, the values of the simulated and
measured currents differ for only some percent and the comparison is characterized by a
whole overestimation of the assessed values by the numerical code. A strange behavior can
be noticed in the correspondence of the point of perfect alignment of the receiver with the
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Current in the third resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.3: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the third resonator of
the array.
third resonator, namely the one under analysis in this paragraph, which leads to a strong
increase of the difference between the curves. In particular, for that position, an inflection
in the current occurs and this detail has been found for both the measured and simulated
values, even if it is more severe for the blue curve (i.e., the measurements). The error reached
is around 15% with an underestimation of the experimental current on the left side of the
inflection and an overestimation on the right side. The main reason that can justify the value
of this error can be traced back to the impossibility of a real system to present a behavior so
discontinuous as happened for the numerical red curve and some instabilities due to parasitic
effects can alter the currents in the real prototype.
The current trend for the fourth resonator summarizes all the characteristics discussed for
the previous case. Indeed, as it is possible to see in figure 5.2.4, the two curves present
nearly equal values for positions of the receiver preceding the one representing the perfect
alignment with the third cell, for which the above discussed current inflection again occurs.
As a consequence, the error increases and presents a similar value (about 12%) as that for
the previous resonator. According to the prediction, once the receiver overcomes an even
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Current in the fourth resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.4: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the fourth resonator
of the array.
numbered cell, the current experiences severe peaks, whose number depends on the length
of the array and the experimental curve confirms this trend, despite an important error of
a 13% in correspondence of the alignment with the subsequent resonator (in this case the
fifth). The next picture reports the current values for the fifth resonator of the array and it
is presented in figure 5.2.5. The experimental curve follows the one numerically estimated,
even if large differences are present, especially when the receiver covers the odd numbered
cells. These positions correspond to the points of maximum for the currents and the error
reaches 15%, similarly to what happens for the other cells, whereas the minimum values of
the measured and estimated currents correspond.
The current behavior for the last resonator of the array, namely the sixth one, is reported
in figure 5.2.6 and the consideration just discussed for the previous cells applies again. This
last element of the array is connected to the load that matches the array and it does not
ever experience higher currents due to its characteristics. Indeed, the higher load due to
the matching impedance decreases the current circulating in the coils and, furthermore, the
receiver absorbs most of the power which travels along the structure, being it always placed
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Current in the fifth resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.5: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the fifth resonator of
the array.














Current in the sixth resonator of the array
measured
calculated
Figure 5.2.6: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the sixth resonator of
the array.
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Figure 5.2.7: Comparison of the measured and calculated currents for the receiver.
between the power source and this last cell. It is now interesting to analyze the behavior of
the receiver current, which has been plotted in figure 5.2.7 with the scale chosen as explained
above. The two trends are nearly equal, with a percentage difference for the currents around
15% for the peaks and 8% for the minima of the functions. Once again, the characteristic of
this error mirrors the one found for the other two cases, giving life to interesting discussion.
No simple phenomena can be addressed as causes for this mismatching and they can be traced
back to the damping effect due to the nonideal behavior of the components. Indeed, electric
and dielectric losses act as parasitic resistance which determines the peaks to be damped
and the whole behavior to appear shifted down of a variable quantity, thereby including
dissipative effects that is difficult to model theoretically. In this frame, it is also possible to
state that the more the resonator is placed far from the power source, the more the parasitic
effects and nonidealities affect the error. Indeed, the only controlled quantity of the system
is the voltage applied to the first resonator, for which the value is fixed by the generator and
the rest of the apparatus operates thanks to the magnetic couplings. Considering an ordinary
cell, the circulating current is powered by the induced voltage, which in turns depends on
currents in the previous resonators and all the parameters that cannot be modeled. It is clear
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that the error affecting the variables propagates, increasing its value, whereas the presence
of enforced quantities could increase the possibility to stabilize it and improve the control of
the apparatus operation.




In the last 10 years, the interest in arrays of relay resonators or metamaterials exploited for
wireless power transfer application has gain a lot of interest in the scientific and industrial
world, as introduced at the beginning of this thesis. The research in this field is now trying to
increase the transferred power with a continuous reduction in the dimensions of the apparatus,
resulting in important improvements for what concerns performances and efficiency. In this
frame, all the side phenomena that are involved in the transfer of energy - which are usually
neglected - can affect the operation of the system, leading to a deviation from the predicted
behavior. In particular, thermal and mechanical stresses could strongly modify the working
condition and in same case completely compromise the operations, thereby requiring the an
appropriate study. In the present chapter the focus is on the forces of electromagnetic origin
acting on the the receiver circuit, that have been predicted and numerically evaluated, whit
a consequent discussion of the results. The model considers the mechanical stress for each
position of the receiver in stationary-space condition, whereas a dynamic action of this latter
produces effects that can drop the hypothesis of sinusoidal condition (even if it could reveal
the possibility to exploit mechanical work). The system considered in this thesis has been
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already described several time but, for purpose of the the analysis presented in this chapter,
a brief discussion about the mechanical configuration of the apparatus is necessary. Basically,
the coils that constitute the inductive element off the array lies an a plane, placed side by side
and are considered fixed with respect to the absolute reference system respect to which all
the formulations are referred, thereby enforcing mechanical constraints for each direction. No
mechanical degrees of freedom are allowed for the array coils. For what concerns the receiver,
it is free to translate along the length of the array, whereas it can move away from this latter,
resulting its position dependent on the x and y coordinates only. This consideration highlights
the reason why the force calculation has been performed only for the receiver coil, for which
the generated mechanical stresses can lead to unwanted deviation of its position.
6.2 Forces of electromagnetic origin
In physics the force experienced by a test charge q moving with velocity v is described as
f̄ = qĒ + qv̄ × B̄ (6.2.1)
where Ē is the electric field and B̄ the magnetic field present in that region. This equation
is referred as Lorentz force and provides a definition of Ē and B̄. As it is possible to see the
total force is given by two contributions: the first of electric origin which acts on a static
charge and the second of magnetic origin, that depends moving charges. This latter is then
related to a current, which is expressed as qv̄ in case of a single charge. In the continuum
theory the quantity involved refers to densities of charges and currents, namely ρf and J̄f
respectively. As consequences forces are stated in terms of force density as
F̄ = ρĒ + J̄ × B̄ (6.2.2)
In this study, the physical phenomenon is based on a magnetic interaction of two coils and
the energy is transmitted trough the magnetic field, thereby excluding the presence of an
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electric field. Hence in the magnetic system considered the force density becomes
F̄ = J̄ × B̄ (6.2.3)
As already explained, the devices devote to this applications are basically constituted on
magnetically coupled windings and then the force must be evaluated on the current-carrying
conductors. In those cases the current can be assumed to be concentrated on the axis of
the conductors and each time this hypothesis holds the current can be considered equally
distributed in space, leading to the assumption of filiform current. The relationship between
the current element can be expressed be means of the equation
J̄dv = Id̄l (6.2.4)
where I is the amount of current considered uniformly distributed along the infinitesimal
oriented length d̄l. Thus, the force acting on the current element Id̄l in a magnetic field B̄
can be found as
d̄F = Id̄l × B̄ (6.2.5)
Considering the current I circulating in a closed path l ( or a circuit ) the force on the circuit




Id̄l × B̄ (6.2.6)




d̄l × B̄ (6.2.7)
This formulation provides an alternative definition for B̄, being defined as the force per unit
of current element. It is important to underline that the magnetic field produced by the
current element does not exert force on the element itself and then it must be to another
element, namely to an external source.
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6.2.1 Virtual work approach
This statement can appear obvious considering the force on a infinitesimal current element
interacting with the magnetic field produced by itself, being it defined through the cross
product between them. The magnetic field, in turns, lies along the direction given by the
cross product between unitary vectors of the current element generating the field and the
distance between the wire and the field point, leading to a resulting induction vector which
is perpendicular to the generating current. It is clear that the resulting force provides a null
contribution. However, the whole force acting on the circuit is obtained as the integral of
this infinitesimal contribution and the interaction of different element of the same circuit
could give life to non negligible mechanical effects, even if they are crossed by the same
current. Indeed, the magnetic field that they generate has different direction depending on
the orientation of the portion o circuit considered making this latter stressed by a force which
originated by its current only. At this point, it is important to define the aim of the study
which define the hypothesis and the limit of the model created. Indeed, as explained in the
rows above, a winding is interested by force originated by the magnetic field produced by
its current, which stress the object modifying its structure, resulting the main subject of the
analysis if this latter aim to study the mechanical deformation of the coil. Instead, assuming
the whole winding indeformable, it is possible to prove that the magnetic field produced by
the current in the circuit does not produce any effects on the circuit itself. As result, the
only mechanical interaction that originates is due to the a magnetic field external to the
winding and the basic law for the statics can be resorted without any further consideration.
The prove of this last statement can be approached by means the a virtual energy balance,
namely the application of virtual work principle to the energy balance performed for the
apparatus, which is reported in the following. As remind, it is important to underline the
generality of this approach, being the virtual work a product of the application of the principle
of least action to the study of forces and movement of a mechanical system. Indeed, among
all the possible displacements that a system may follow, called virtual displacements, one will
minimize the action. This displacement is therefore the displacement followed by the particle
according to the principle of least action. The work of a force on a system along a virtual
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displacement is known as the virtual work. The theorem states that, for a system in static
equilibrium, to every virtual infinitesimal displacement in the phase space is associated a
null mechanical work. In this context, it is possible to speak of virtual work, the mechanical
work of a force relative to an infinitesimal virtual displacement (an instantaneous change
of coordinates). First of all, the energy balance must be written for the magnetic system
composed on coupled circuits, in the frame of virtual variations.
δWg = δWJ + δWm + δL (6.2.8)
where
• δWg represents the whole virtual energy provided by the generators
• δWJ represents the whole virtual energy dissipatated due to Joule effects
• δWm represents the virtual variation of magnetic energy
• δL represents the virtual work of the magnetic field forces
In order to refer the balance to the array of resonators, the generalized Ohm’s law have to
be resorted and applied to the apparatus. Then, for the a generic coil holds




from which the power can be written as





viiidt−Ri2i dt = iidΦci (6.2.11)
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where the terms on the left side correspond to the virtual energy of the source δWg and the
energy dissipated due to Joule effect δWJ respectively. Now, replacing the 6.2.12 in 6.2.8, is
is possible to state
n∑
i=1
















Considering an arbitrary virtual displacement δηr of the circuit rth , it is possible to associate







where Fηr is the force exerted on the circuit rth by the magnetic field, in the direction of the










and then, considering the relation between the resulting flux linked with the circuits ith Φci
and the current by which it is produced
Φci = Φi,j = Mi,jij (6.2.18)
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Theorem The magnetic field produced by a current does not exert any force on that
current.
Proof In the hypothesis of consider a unique circuit in which the current i1 circulates
producing the magnetic field B̄1 and for which the self-inductance coefficient is L = M1,1 ,









Being the inductance coefficients dependent on the geometry of the object only and supposing
that no deformation occurs for the considered circuit in the virtual displacement ηr, then L




As consequence, the force acting the current i1 is null for an arbitrary virtual displacement.
Fη1|i1=const = 0 (6.2.22)
6.2.2 Magnetic field generated by the array
The force that acts on the receiver is due to the interaction of the current that circulates
in the coil with the magnetic induction field in which the receiver lies, that can be assumed
to be generated by the array currents only, thereby neglecting all the contributions due to
external to the apparatus. Furthermore, being the system magnetically linear, it is possible
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to consider the resulting magnetic field as the sum of the contribution of each array cell,
leading to the following expression:
B̄(p̄) = B̄1(p̄) + ...+ B̄i(p̄) + ...+ B̄n(p̄) (6.2.23)
where B̄(p̄) is the total magnetic induction field evaluated in any point p̄ of the free space
and B̄i(p̄) is the magnetic induction field calculated in p̄ due to the current of the resonator
ith. Now, a focus on the methods for the evaluation of the magnetic induction of a single coil
must be resorted and arranged in order too make the calculation as simple as possible. The
classical approach refers to the force generated by moving charges and exploits the expression
of the coulombian electric field generated by those charges. In terms of currents, it results in
the well known Biot-Savart elementary formula, which allows the calculation of the magnetic
field generated by a current element in a point p̄ of the space as follows
d̄B(p̄) = µ0I4πr2 d̄l × ūp (6.2.24)
where I is the current circulating in the element d̄l, r2 is the distance between the point p̄
and the element, ūp the unitary vector of starting from the element d̄l and pointing the field
point p̄. The resulting field is the sum of the contribution of each current element and it can







The application of this formula for an infinite straight wire lead to the magnitude of the
magnetic induction field for any point of the space
B(p̄) = µ0I4πr (6.2.26)
whereas for a finite straight wire of length l it results in the easy expression reported in
B(p̄) = µ0I4πr (sinα + sinβ) (6.2.27)
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in which α and β are the angles centered in p̄ and formed by the distance r and the segments
from p̄ to the two extremes of the wire. The direction of the magnetic induction field found
with the laws (6.2.26) and (6.2.27) is expressed by means of the unitary vector defined a
ūB = ūl × ūp (6.2.28)
where ūl is the unitary vector for the direction of the current, which corresponds to the
direction of the element d̄l in this approximation. It is important to underline that this two
expression for the magnetic field in a point of the space has a general validity, since they
results from the direct integration of the 6.2.24.
6.2.3 Final formulation for the calculation of the fore action on
the receiver
Thanks to its simplicity, the formula 6.2.27 can be exploited for the evaluation of the magnetic
field generated by the coils of the array resonators and in order to do this, the force acting
on a single element d̄lr of the receiver winding is found replacing the equation 6.2.27 in 6.2.5




4πr (sinα + sinβ)ūl × ūp
]
(6.2.29)
= µ04πrIrIi(sinα + sinβ) d̄lr × ūl × ūp
The total force acting on the coil is then obtained as the sum of the elementary contributions
d̄F , namely it is expressed as the integral along the curve γ wich follows the path described
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Figure 6.3.1: Representation of the coil exploited in the simulation.
6.3 Numerical model
The theoretical formulation of the problem has been developed in section 6.2 which shows
the general approach for the mechanical action on a wire surrounded by a magnetic field,
thus experiencing a force of electromagnetic origin. With reference to the array of resonators
(equipped with a receiver) studied in this thesis, it is possible to observe that the overall
magnetic field is the result of the action of each current present in the system, which in turn
is characterized by a force. Even if any current element is not affected by a force induced by
the magnetic field it generates, there is always a strong field due to the simultaneous presence
of other sources and important attention must be paid in dealing with these quantities. The
numerical implementation of this method has been done again in the Matlab environment, as
it is for the rest of the analysis, allowing the exploitation of the results of the precedent codes
and then leading to the definition of a whole model for the entire apparatus. The first step of
the calculation is devoted to the evaluation of the magnetic field generated by the coils, which
is based on the implementation of the formula (6.2.27). In particular, being the resonator
coil composed of polygonal shaped turns (square in this case) it is easy to decompose it in
straight filaments, each of them providing a contribution to the field at a point. In this way,
that formula is directly applicable considering each segment and the point, whereas the total
contribution for the field at a point can be obtained as the sum of these contributions. For
a resonant array the currents have been calculated for each circuit involved in the apparatus
and are exploited for the field and force calculations. It is important to notice that their
behaviour is sinusoidal in time and all the analysis refers to steady-state conditions even if
it has been repeated for different positions of the receiver incorporating in it the dependence
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from the x-coordinate. This implies that the currents are considered as phasors, resulting in






(sin(αk(p̄)) + sin(βk(p̄)))ūk(p̄)(x) (6.3.1)
The sum of vectorial quantities requires the direction of each contribution ūBi(p̄)(x), that
has been calculated according to (6.2.28) exploiting the Matlab functions already built in the
code for the previous calculations. Those valuable algorithms allow the geometric model to
be approached in a very general way, with the possibility to handle all the geometric objects
defined in cartesian coordinates and find the related parameters such as angles, solid angles
and distances. As last step for the calculation of the magnetic induction generated by the
array, the influence of each resonator must be taken into account, summing for all the cells


















The remaining part of the code is devoted to the calculation of the force, for which the
approach is defined in (6.2.7). In this case it is not possible to avoid the numerical integra-
tion as happened for the magnetic field, being the formula (6.2.27) the result of an exact
integration. Then, the continuous model must be approached numerically, requiring the
mathematical operator to be linearized. The basic methodology which is usually adopted for
this kind of procedures requires the discretization of the integration region in elements that
must be defined as small as possible - being them referred to as the infinitesimal quantity
- with the following sum of each of them. Inside the length element d̄lr, the magnetic field
is considered uniform, making it possible to assume that the force experienced by a current
element is only due to the magnetic field in the center of it and then the element of force
is found. This procedure represents the dicretization of the formula (6.2.5), which can be
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written for a general point of the space as
ˆ̄F (p̄)(x) = Îr(x)d̄lr(p̄)× ˆ̄B(p̄)(x)
= Îr(x)B̂(p̄)(x) ūr(p̄)× ūB(p̄) (6.3.3)
It is clear that the dimension of the current element that discretizes the receiver winding
is set depending on the number of points on that circuit for which the force is calculated.
In order to get the whole force acting on the coil, the contributions of each point have to





ˆ̄F (p̄rj )(x) (6.3.4)
where in this case the points p̄r belongs to the curve representing the receiver circuit. It
is important to underline that the length of the current elements of the receiver circuit
determines the error made in the numerical approximation of the integral and it is controlled
by varying the number of points p̄r that contribute to the sum.
6.4 Results
The implementation of this algorithm required few hundreds of code rows, whereas the
amount of time needed for a calculation depended on the number of sections in which the
length of the circuit has been discretized, namely the length of the current elements. In or-
der to improve the accuracy of the results, different simulations have been performed varying
this length, even if several runs have been crashed due to insufficient memory. The machine
used for the calculations was equipped with 32GB of RAM memory, whereas at least 16GB
were required for the complete calculus. The computational effort needed for the evaluation
of the force has strongly increased with respect to the rest of the code, which was devoted
to the calculation of the mutual inductance and the currents. Another impact factor that
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contributes to make the simulation strategy very complex and computationally heavy is the
dependence of the parameters on the space coordinate (xcoordinate), condition that affects
all the physical quantities involved in the model. Indeed, all the results has been stored point
by point depending on the receiver position, namely performing a sort of discretization for
the distance of this latter which has been measured from the position of perfect alignment
with the first resonator of the array. The step for the variation of the x coordinate is set
during the mutual inductance calculation and its value defines the accuracy of the parame-
ter and therefore, it causes an error that propagates and affects also the results of the next
calculations. The force on a coil is the result of the interaction of its current with a magnetic
field, which is in turn determined by another current present in the system. Both of them
are determined numerically and then are affected by an error, that must be combined with
the one introduced by the integration process needed for the force evaluation. In order to
understand the impact of this last approximation, different simulations have been performed
changing the number of the discretized current elements d̄l and are reported in the following.
Before starting the discussion, the parameters of the system must be defined. In particular,
the simulations have been performed for different values of d̄l, whereas the other parameters
were:
• number of resonators n = 6
• the square coils are the ones described in chapter 5.
• vertical displacement of the receiver with respect to the array z = 10mm
• current values calculated in chapter
Simulation 1 The first result reported has been obtained from the integration of the force
element (6.3.3), which has been implemented as (6.3.3). The number of discretizations of each
segment that composes the coil has been set equal to 153, corresponding to a current element
which is 1mm long. All the simulations have taken few hours and consist of the sequence of
the mutual inductance, currents and force calculations. The figures plot the whole force acting
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on the receiver which is due to the magnetic field of the entire array, for each direction of the
coordinate system. It is interesting to note that all the calculations have been done assuming
steady state conditions for the whole system, allowing the representation of the electrical and
mechanical state variables as phasors in a Steinmetz plane. The resulting force is a vector
of the 3-D space, whose magnitude is a sinusoidal function of the time, since it is originated
from sinusoidal currents. This means that, for each point of the space, the force oscillates
around its average value and then the magnitude of each complex function has been plotted
with respect to the displacement of the receiver. In figure 6.4.1 is reported the xcomponent
of the force, namely the force acting in the direction of the receiver (coincident with the
array axis) pointing towards the last cell of the array. Its behavior is strongly nonlinear,
nearly shaky and it is very difficult to be described by a function. Despite its shape, the
curve clearly shows severe peaks in correspondence with the position of perfect alignment
with the first and third cells, namely for the positions about 0 m and 0.3 m. The reason
can be found looking at the currents circulating in the cells covered by receiver reported in
4.2.9and the receiver itself for a certain position, being the force directly associated to the
currents. It must be observed that many mathematical operators manipulate the currents,
which are both functions of the time and space and then the result is very difficult to be
predicted in this way. However, the presence of severe peaks in the current of the second
resonator can induce a relatively high value of the magnetic field in the array resulting in
peaks of force, since the receiver current is characterized by maxima for the same positions.
For what concerns the first relative maximum (occurred for x = 0), it is possible to state that
it is due to the high value of the current in the first cell, which remains stable for the entire
sweep along the array. The interesting event is represented by the minimum of the force
in correspondence of the position x = 0.62m, namely when the receiver coil covers the fifth
cell, for which the force becomes very small. This phenomenon appears very complicated to
explain because the currents in the even numbered resonators experience very high values
for this position (receiver aligned with the fifth cell), while the odd numbered ones show
the same constant value. Intuitively, this leads to predict a second important peak for the
forces, whereas its plot shows a minimum. The cause can be traced back to the phase shift
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Figure 6.4.1: Force on the receiver along the x direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.5mm.
experienced by the currents as consequence of the further inductive coupling introduced
by the receiver. Indeed, the force is obtained as cross product between a current and a
magnetic field, this latter in turn obtained by means of another cross product applied to
similar quantities. This mathematical procedure leads to an extension of the complex space
in which the phasors are defined, which became of the type C2 , thereby requiring to deal
with quaternions and making the analytical approach very complicated. Despite all these
considerations, the magnitude of the force along the array length is of the order of nN ,
difficult to be appreciated in physical reality. Such small values could be more subjected to
numerical errors, especially in correspondence of the drastic variations that are very close to
be considered discontinuities as well as they can cause an instability for the fitting polynomial
(automatically set by the function “plot” on Matlab). For what concerns the force lying on
the other two directions y and z of the space, they have been plotted in figure 6.4.2 and
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Figure 6.4.2: Force on the receiver along the y direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.5mm.
6.4.3 respectively. The receiver experiences a force in the y direction only when it covers the
first resonator of the array, whereas for all other position no relevant force has been found.
In particular, little contributions originate for receiver displacements ranging from 0mm to
0.4mm, namely in correspondence of the first 3 cells, becoming completely null for the rest
of the structure. It must be noticed that when the receiver is placed at the beginning of the
array there is no further source of magnetic field being capable to induce forces on it, leading
to an y component of the force with a peak value of 4nN , whereas in the other positions
Fy(x) appears overall compensated among the current elements. A perfect compensation
occurs for the z component, meaning that the receiver is not subject to vertical thrust.
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Figure 6.4.3: Force on the receiver along the z direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.5mm.
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Simulation 2 The results of the numerical integration could be improved reducing the
length of the current elements involved, as explained above, even if small integration elements
could lead to round errors when their value is closed to the machine precision. The plots in
the following figures have been obtained with a dl value of 0.1mm, whereas about 36 hours
have been taken by the calculator to complete the whole simulation. The component of the
force on the receiver along the xdirection has been plotted in figure 6.4.4 and shows a nearly
equal trend even if the values experienced a strong reduction. Indeed, the main peak is
reduced of 15% with respect to the value reported in 6.4.1, as it is for the rest of the points.
Furthermore, an oscillation around that maximum occurred, probably due to a numerical
round. Along the other directions the force calculated in this simulation is nearly identical
to the one reported in 6.4 for each position of the receiver circuit.






























Figure 6.4.4: Force on the receiver along the x direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.1mm.
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Figure 6.4.5: Force on the receiver along the y direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.1mm.
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Figure 6.4.6: Force on the receiver along the z direction as function of the receiver displace-
ment with a discretization for the current element of 0.1mm.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis the analysis of a resonator array for wireless power transfer has been deepened,
developing a generalized circuit model for the system able to take into account different
positions and configurations of the receiver and providing a supplementing mechanical char-
acterization in static conditions. The study began with the definition of the Ohm’s law that
describes all the circuits of the array in a matrix formulation, by which the whole impedance
matrix has been derived with assumption of neglecting all the terms describing the inter-
action of nonadjacent cells. This led to a tridiagonal matrix with equal elements along the
diagonal, whereas the presence of the receiver introduces new terms that must be summed
in the corresponding position. The same methodology has been followed also for different
sizes of the receiver coil, which can cover more than one cell, leading to the general case in
which all the resonators of the array face the receiver circuit. For this latter, the matrix
resulted full of terms, whereas all the symmetries disappeared and no closed formulas are
available for the solution of the system. The currents, indeed, have been obtained inverting
the whole impedance matrix numerically, which has been done by means of a computer code
valid for any geometry of the receiver circuit, resulting in a relatively fast algorithm able to
solve the matrix Ohm’s law simulating the behaviour of the apparatus. In order to evaluate
the correct values for the impedances, a precise calculation of the mutual inductance coef-
ficients was necessary and their results allowed the whole model to be generalized for each
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position of the receiver along the array and represent the first part of the whole algorithm.
The mutual inductance coefficients were calculated exploiting the so called “partial induc-
tance approach” , whereas, a further validation of these coefficients has been done with a
FEM software, which led to slightly different results due to the approximations that the two
different methods assume. Indeed, it is possible to observe that following the field approach
all the equations are defined and solved in the entire space, thereby ensuring to consider the
electromagnetic interaction as a whole. However, the discretization of the domain necessarily
lead to an error with affects the whole simulation. The partial inductance method, instead,
considers the conductors as filaments, thereby assuming the current concentrated on the axis
of each wire. In this way, it is possible to exploit the well known Neumann integral, at the
cost of losing the information regarding the real extension of the object in the space. This
approximation becomes quite weak when the coupled bodies are very close to each other,
as it is attested by the error on the self-inductance. Indeed, the results obtained with the
two methods present the greater error for the self-inductance, being its calculation based on
the mutual interaction of the coil wires, whose are clearly at small distance. Despite this
difference, both the solutions showed a change of sign of the mutual inductance between the
receiver and a cell when the position of the former is about to leave the latter moving along
the array, thereby indicating that the prevailing coil flux enters the surface bounded by the
receiver circuit from the top instead than from the bottom. For greater distances the inter-
action becomes null, as expected. The following part of the code exploits the function M(x)
to build the impedance matrix and calculate the currents, whose behaviour turned out to be
very surprising. Indeed, there is some periodicity in the currents trends defined as function
of the receiver displacement, leading to different considerations. As first, it is important to
notice that the currents circulating in the even numbered resonators of the array experience
important peaks that could lead to severe overload compromising the operation of the system,
whereas the ones for the odd numbered resonators are nearly constant. Furthermore, it is
important to highlight that the current circulating in the array resonators which follows the
one covered by the receiver experience very low values of the current and the same behaviour
in the space. This means that most of the power is absorbed by the receiver circuit due to
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the better coupling and then important Joule losses are saved. All these results have been
experimentally validated with very low errors (around 5 to 10 percent) with measurements
on the prototype. For what concerns the force calculation, a nontrivial integration has been
performed numerically, requiring important computational effort even if no surprising results
have been obtained. Indeed, the resulting force is in the order of nN , meaning that no no-
table mechanical stress affects the system, especially in case of low transmitted power. Before
concluding, it must be noticed that the error affecting the currents is only due to the ap-
proximation whit which the functionM(x) has been calculated, whereas the force calculation
required an integration process that is very complicated to be performed, being its accuracy
determined by the dimension of the current element that should be very small, theoretically
almost nil. Overall, the analysis provides and important contribution to the model for this
kind of apparatuses, that are becoming more and more important as solutions to improve
the efficiency of the inductive power transfer.
7.1 Future perspective
The model presented in this thesis has been experimentally verified only for small power
operations, whereas the high power performances should be simulated for a comprehensive
validation even if no further phenomena are expected to affect its accuracy. Furthermore, this
work refers to a system in which the receiver is fed in stationary positions, whereas all the
physical quantities are assumed to be in steady state conditions. The natural improvement
of the model is devoted to the analysis of the system for a dynamic change of the receiver
position, which implies the motional effect to be included in the model. Indeed, the induced
electromotive force in the receiver presents another contribution which is due to the variation
of the coupling conditions, that are described by the mutual inductance and it is possible
to prove that it is related to the velocity with which the receiver is moving. This kind of
system can be exploited for the so called “dynamic charging”, which represents the actual
challenge in WPT systems devoted to electric vehicle charging. To conclude, it must be
noticed that the mathematical model of a physical system represents the first step needed
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to fully understand its behaviour and then exploit its properties. All the engineered devices
must be accurately designed and this study lays the foundations for the definition of a general
methodology which takes into account all the key parameters that affect the performance of
the system, with the subsequent aim of optimizing the whole apparatus.
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